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The purposd u Uhis rojeeL was to assist the Dissemination

and Resources Grou:: (Di.tG) in providing guidance to 2:RIC on how to

facilitate product; information retrieval. To accomplish this,

the foliowih tasks wire performed:

1. Information was gathered from a vririety of sources

cuscrflhih. i:ractitioner needs, the adequacy af currently

used descripors and abstracting procedures, and al terna-

LLva for im:)roving the system. Chief among the sources

WC2fc responses to a letter sent to ail clearinghouse

airectors. (iee Appen:dix A)

An interim re.,)ort was writter describing the findings

resulting froE ?ask 1, and cireulateC: to UI staff

members.

5. A pai,er entitled "The ERIC L;ystem and i'ractitioner L'ecds"

was develo_ped. ?his document described three alternative

ways of improving access to practitioner oriented docu-

ments an.: .3resented jraft guidelines for writing abstracts.

The three alternatives discussed were a) revisinf;

the ystem of assigning descriptors to _product, program

and pracLice documents; b) revising and expanding the

Iubtype codes; c) esablishing a separate system for

product, proram anj practice documents. The advantages

and disadvatages of sach alternativk:

with thy intention of generating dir,.cussien of ' .1Jon

an.;: Lash choice.
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revising and expanding the uso of Pubtype codes.

Throughout thu responses there was a stated

.).rence fo2 "fine tuning" the existing syster.--

which most respondents felt was basically euit(. good--

rther than underta1:ing any drastin changes. host

thought a separate system for practitioner-uriehted

documents was unnecessary and unwise, and thLt

altering the system for assigning descriptors would

cause more problems than it would solve.

Resnondents agreed that the current Fubtyl:e

lis was less than adequate, and suggested that it be

relined through a process of pilot-testing cycles.

Once refined and proved adcquae for use with the

actual documents with which ERIC is confronted, its

usu should be mandated. For a full discussion of this

issue see pages 18-21 and 19-51.

B. Efforts should be made to reduce inter-clearinghouse

inconsistency in indexing and abstracting.

Respondents were interested in iml,roving inter-

indexer consistency in the assignment of descriptors.

Onc again, it was felt that "fine tuning" in the

use of descriptors was preferable to altering the

system. Nany felt that it would be helpful if the

Thesaurus were supplemented with a dictionary contain-

ing full definitions of all terms, and roueL., an

eansion in the n-xdber aml detail of secTo itotos.



n nturte: of respondents also suggested that an

incl..(ase in tL extent of the training provided to

indcx :).nd ah stracLors would be helpful. At ;resent,

soFA c'learinghous2s have extensiv training programs

in in..iexing and abstracting, and some have very

ti.raning. Some of the suggestions for

consistency in training are: a) provide an

tr::,ining session in a euatral location for

:rfrorr TLiL clearinghouscs; I)) send a "roaj

show° traveling from clearinghouse to clearinghouse

:rovide training; c) provide training packag s to

all clearinghouses.

CI.1 or two respondents alJo suz,i;ostd 7C).L%:

,j1cal an:Yroach of centralif.Lin,; the indexing

',;racting funeLio:1 Lither .indexinL

:WLL'aetin done centrally n.,the:: than by oel..,ar

21oinjhouee._; 02 by having a entralservie': h

all clearinghouse c,.bstrac';s for collsiteney.

r:1 b.aft ;.:11-1.ins for -Col_;t1..ctin, !2oduct

doc=entL: ....hould be refinod ari.j cloie tic

L-..cc,...,i-veC; L. th:

t thought they woul c a hol,.

ad1...,.1.on to irocossinj, V:anual.

2: anCi cam. 1.b:f6ractb ir
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A (21n or terms for evaluated or validated materials

should 1),.2 agreed unon by the various clearinghouses

:Lnj orcd into the Thesaurus.

suggested by the clearinghouse directors

as valuable additions to the Thesaurus in this area

;valuated Programs
Piel:t Tested Programs
2ie1,1 Testing
1-cogram Evaluation
1)eonotration Programs
Dionstration Projects
Pilot Yrojects

emplary Programs
..emplary Products
Validated Programs

resi)ondents thought it impoitant th-t

before any of those terms is entered into the system,

agreement should be established among the clearing-

houses concerning the precise :leaning L,,nd use cf

each. (.-ee pages 22, 25 and 51)

-
E. A mechanism should be established fo T. the echange

of yarticularly successful computer ,,,:arch strategies

for retrieving product, program and practice documents.

ERIC is becoming more and more a mediated system.

?hat is, a skilled staff person receives a reeuest for

information from a user and transl-tes that ro4uest

into a strategy for searching the computerized data base.

Individual searchers often save ',particularly successful

seareh strategies and sometimes share these strategies

'with other professional search operators tied into the

9



same computer system. Given the particular p....mblems

of conducting successful searches of product, program

and practice documents, it may be worthwhile for ERTG

to foster the exchange of canned searhes amoDg

search service centers. This could be accomplished

by any number of methuds of communication from circu-

lating a newsletter or memo to entering taformation

about canned searches into the ERIC system itself.

F. Existing product and p2ogram information sysLems should

be surveyed. Where feasible, ERIC should be

coordinated with them.

A number of information systems which deal with

curriculum materials were mentioned by respondents as

meriting further Investigation by ERIC personnel

interested in the product-program-practice document

problem. Among those mentioned were NIMIS, the Xerox

Curricullm Center, and various state curriculum

information retrieval systems.

To facilitate understanding of how the recommendations were

developed, the author presents the balance of this report in three

parts. First is tne paper, "The ERIC System and Practitioner

Needs," with its appendixes, exactly as sent to the reviewers.

Second is the summary of responses and comments from reviewers.

Third is a series of appendixes containing such documentation as

texts of letters received and a list of interviewees.

10
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PURPOSE

This brief paper is intended to generate discussion among those

individuals most concerned with the ERIC system regarding ways in

which ERIC could be expanued or adapated to better meet the need's

of education practitioners. The desirability of increasing the

orientation of ERIC to practitioners is widely accepted; it was

explic;itly suggested in three receAt major studies of the ERIC

system.
1 This paper outlines three possible approaches to making

documents on educational products, programs and practices more

easily accessible and presents sample guidelines for abstracting

instructional materials. It is hoped that thiS preliminary

exploration of possible alternatives will serve as a springboard

for further discussion and developmental efforts.

PROCEDURES

Background information for this paper was gathered from three

sources: 1) a questionnaire sent to Clearinghouse Directors in

April 1975; 2) telephone interviews with a number of directors of

IBernard M. Fry, Evaluation Study of ERTL) .L'roducts and
Services. Graduate Library School, Indiana 'niversity, Bloomington,
Indiana, March 1973.

P. W. Greenwood and D. M. Weiler, Alternative Models for the
ERIC Clearinghouse Network. The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica,
California, January 1972.

Cynthia C. Hull and Judith Wanger, Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC) File Partition Study. System Development
Corporation, Santa Monica, California, August 1972.

1 3



ERIC data base search services, and 5) a review of research reports,

ERIC sy..ter documents, and related materials.

Questionnaire.

On April 11, 1975 a letter was sent to the director of each

ERIC Clearinghouse. (For the text of the letter and definitions of

terms, see Appendix 1.) The letter contained questions regarding

current practice in the classification and abstracting of educational

product, program and practice documents and asked for suggestions

on how these procedures could be improved. Responses were obtained

from all sixteen Clearinghouses.

Telephone Interviews.

Telephone interviews concerning ways in which the ERIC system

could be improved in providing practitioner oriented materials and

services were held with a variety of people including the following:

Gregory Benson, Education Program & Studies Information
Services, Albany, New York

William Curtis, Xerox Curriculum Exchange, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Karen Dowling, Educational Materials Laboratory, Rockville,
Maryland

Frank Mattas, San Mateo Education Resource Center, Redwood City,
California

Harry Osgood, Area Cooperative Educational Services, North
Haven, Connecticut

Carolyn Trohoski, Research and Infolmation Services for
Education, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

Review of Documents.

A number of documents were reviewed to gather background

information.

14
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FINDINGS

Two basic problems were identified through the procedures

described above:

First, ERIC has a disappointingly small collection of

practitioner-oriented documents. Teachers, supervisors, adminis-

trators and curriculum develolDers seeking practical information

to assist them in improving instruction require "how to" documents

.rather than theoretical papers. The ERIC system was not originally

established to meet this need, and would require a considerable

addition of documents concerning educational products, programs

and practices to serve as a comprehensive resource for practitioners.

Second, those practitioner-oriented documents which are

contained in ERIC are difficult to retrieve. There is no single

descriptor, or small group of descriptors, which one can use to

pull all product, program and practice documents on a given subject.

Rather, there are literally hundreds of descriptors in te system

used to designate Instructional materials of various types and

related practice-oriented doctiments.

These two problems,and related problems concerning evaluated

materials and abstracts, are discussed in more detail below.

Need for Educational Product, Program and Practice Documents.

In 1972, Hull and Wanger surveyed a sample of 2,258 educators

to ascertain the type of Information that they most needed for

their work. Curriculum materials for classroom use was consistently

rated highest. Ninety percent of preschoDl/kindergarten teachers,

93% of elementary teachers, 90% of secondary teachers, 86% of

1 5



adult basic education teachers, 82% of postsecondary teachers,

90% of reading specialists, 88% of vocational educators, 9l of

special educators, 74% of librarians (who needed material for

student services), 83% of principals and assistant principals,

and 82% of consultants/supervisors/curriculum designers said they

needed information on curriculum materials for classroom use--a

higher percentage in each case than that Indicated by each group

for any other type of document for any other purpose. The only

categories of educators who did not rate curriculum materials

highest were superintendents/school board members; state agency

staff; researchers; and counselors/psychologists. 2

Informal discussions in the spring of 1975 with providers. of

ERIC data base search services confirmed these findings. One

search director stated that teachers and supervisors usually want

one of two types of information from ERIC: 1) practical ideas for

instruction on a given topic, or 2) usuable Instructional materials.

These practitioners have a need fors both documents on instructional

practice that are contained within the ERIC collection and abstracts

of ccpyrighted instructional materials available elsewhere.

2
Hull and Wanger, op. cit., pp. IV-6 -
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1-Wtrieval of Documents on Educational Prod.ucts Programs and

Practices.

The ERIC system uses more than 500 descriptors to indicate

educational product, program and practice documents. (A lis of

the descriptors mentioned by the Cleainghouse Directors as used

by their staffs appears in Appendix 2.) Because the descriptor

system is not 114.erarchical--that is, there is no broad term one can

'use which will include all the narrower terms--the user desiring

only practice-oriented documents on a given subject is faced with

two choices: 1) using several hundred descriptors to be sure of

not omitting desired documents, or 2) not restricting the search

by document type through the use of descriptors.

If the latter course is taken, the resulting list of documents

often consists primarily of irrelevant citations. For example, a

teacher seeking instructional materials for a third grade mathe-

matics class might well be referred to documents concerning the

theory of mathematics instruction; the history of mathematics

curriculum development projects, and research studies comparing

the ability of 8 and 10-year-olds to learn fractions, as well as

to the Instructional materials he or she was seeking.

A number of studies of the ERIC system have mentioned this

problem and suggested approaches to solving it. Fry recommended

coding documents by type. 3 Greenwood and Weiler suggested that

3Fry, op. cit.

17



classification of documents by type or intended audience would make

the retrival process much more efficient. 4 Hull and Wanger

explored a number of possibilities for partitioning the _RIC file

and particularly recommended partitions which would ease access to

practical instructional informat:e_on.5

A system of Publication/Document Type Codes has now been

developed, but it has serious flaws inhibiting its use to remedy

the retrieval problem for education product, program and practice

documents. (See discus9ion below.)

Retrieval of LI;valuated Materials.

A subsidiary problem exists for practitioners seekinE; only

instructional materials which have been field tested or evaluated.

There are no descriptors in the system to designate such materials.

The user must read through the abstracts o all the instructional

materials elicited by a broader search to find those which have

evaluation data.

Abstracts.

The abstracts of education product, program and practice

documents may or may not contain the type of information the user

most desires. The guidelines in the ERIC Processing Manual con-

cerning the writing of abstracts of instructional materials are

vague, leaving a grea deal of discretion to the individual

abstractor. The guidelins do not, for example, specifically

discuss how to abstract a .cested educational product. This leads

inevitably to great variation from clearinghouse to clearinghouse

in the writing and abstracts of instructional materials.

4
Greenwood and Weiler, 22.2_21-12.

5Hull and Wanger, op. cit.

lr
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On the followinL pages three alternative strategies for

retrieving documents on education products, progrrms and practices

will be discussed. A separate section will deal with the special

problem of retrieving evaluated materials, and guidelines will be

proposed for abstracting educational product, program and practice

documents.

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

[hether or not the ERIC collection of instructional materials

and related practitioner-oriented documents is greatly expanded,

those materials currently in the system could be made more easily

accessible. Three alternatives are discussed below: 1) the

standardization of descriptors, 2) the revision and expanded use

of Pubtype codes, and 3) establishment cf a separate system for

curriculum materials.

Standardization of Descriptors.

The ERIC Thesaurus currently contains hundreds of descriptors

for educational product, program and practice documents.

Appendix B contains'a list of all the descriptors mentioned by

clearinghouse direc,ors queried concerning the descriptors used by

their staffs for such documents. There was substantial variation

among the clearinghouses in. the descriptors chosen, but they fell

primarily within the following five ERIC Group Display categories:

1 9



CURRICULUM
INSTRUCTION
TECHNIQUES
PROGRAMS
AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

6

Perhaps these five terms could be used as "standard" term,

applied to all product, program or practice documents. That is,

all such documents would be required -;-o carry one (and, ideally,

only one) of these five discriptorn. For example, curriculum

sitcrials r a modern la -71:1,_ course would have "Curriculum"

as a dcriptor as well as "Modern Language Curriculum,"

Using this system, a practitioner could be sure of obtairing

all curriculum praterials in ERIC on a given subject by using the

descriptor "Curriculum" in the search. The user could obtain all

education product, program and practice documents in ERIC on a

given subject by using all five "standard" terms together. And

by restricting the search to only documents which had those

descriptors, many irrelevant citations would be avoided.

The advantages of this strategy are the following: 1) it

would use descriptors already in the Thesaurus; 2) it would employ

an organizational scheme, the Group Displays, which already exists

within the system; 3) it would be relatively simple to operate

and to understand.

The drawbacks to this strategy are: 1) it would be only a

partial solution to the problem. It still would not fully separate

6Descriptors used for education products aueared in all five

categories, and programs and practices had descriptors which

appeared in all the categories ex'Jept AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS AND

METHODS. (The complete lists of these Group Displays appear in

Appendix B.)

2 0



documents which are instructional materials from those which are

about instructional materials; 2) it would require use of a

hierarchical organization, which is contrary to Present IRIC

,olicy; 3) to be effective, it would require a revision of the

descriptors applied to documents already in the ERIC collection.

Use of Pubtype Codes.

A system of Publication/Document Type (Pubtype) Codes has

recently been developed for ERIC (see list of codes, Appendix 3).

The basic idea behind these codes--that each document in the ERIC

collection can be identified by publication type as well as by

subject--lons itself nicely to the design of a strategy for easing

the accssibility of product, program and practice documents. In

theory, with each document assigned a Pubtype tag, instructional

materials could be efficiently retrieved by using the descriptors

to identify the subject matter and the Pubtype tag to restrict the

search to the type of documents wanted. There are problems, however,

with using the current coding system for this purpose. The cate-

gories are not appropriate.

loor example, Pubtype B is used to identify "books, monographs,

textbooks, programmed texts, etc. (not otherwise classifiable)."

.1;ven disregarding the "etc.", this grouping causes problems for the

practitioner searching for instructicnal materials. Textbooks and

programmed texts are instructional materials, while books and

monographs usually are not. Thus, restricting a search to documents

marked Pubtype B would yield some citations which are instructional

materials but many which are not.

2 1
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On the other hand, the distinction between Pubtype C

("curriculum guides; curriculum materials; teacher-developed

materials; laboratory manuals") and Pubtype G (" guides; teaching

guides; resource guides; study guides; administrative guides;

leaders' guides; manuals; training manuals") seems difficult to

fathom. Presumably the practitioner looking for teaching

materials would use both of these Codes, olus B, A, K and perhaps

0 and Q.

The system, obviously, was designed to serve some other purpose

for -tracking document types and not for utilization by practi-

tioners seeking instructional materials. An alternative system

based on this idea, however, would address practitioners' needs.

To maximize ease of access to practitioner-oriented materials,

a two-level coding system for publication/document type could be

developed.

Level 1: a separate code for each document type.

A system of codes might be developed so that each type of

document--from textbook to monograph to map--has its own distinct

code. For example, a partial list might look like this:

Document Code

textbook 10

programmed text 12

monograph 23

curriculum guide 30

laboratory manual 42

2 "



Using these codes, the user desiring only programmed texts or

only curriculum guides could retrieve just those types of documents.

This system by itself, however, leaves two problems unsolved.

First, the user who wished to retrieve all instructional materials

on a given subject would have to use possibly 20 or 30 different

pubtype codes to achieve a comprehensive listing, which is rather

inconvenient Second, the practitioner who desires to retrieve

documents which describe educational rrograms and practices, but

which arc not themselves instruction.11 materials, still has diffi-

culties. To deal with these two problems, the system might contain

a second level of coding.

Level 2: Eeneral categories.

Each document, in addition to being assigned a pubtype code

as described above, might also be coded as a member of a larger

cat,g.ory of documffat types. Yor example, a partial list might look

like this:

Category Code

instructional materials X

documents describing instructional
-brograms and practices, but not
themselves instructional
materials

other

Under this system a programmed text would be coded X12, while

a monograph describing the use of programmed texts in classroom

instruction wou2ji bo coded. Y23 (two-digit codes are from sam.ple

list on pao i0).



12hu (instructional mate:'ials) code would seem to be

:articularly useful. Documents are fairly readily identifiable

as being ins=ctional materials or not, and this would provide

convenic .t access to instructional materials as a group. As a

side benefit, researchers may find it quite useful to have the

euosite serch capability, that is, the ability to retrieve only

those documents on a given subject which are not instructional

!mterials.

The Y code, or code for documents about educational programs

and Tiractices, might be useful but raises certain difficulties.

It miu,ht be difficult to define the boundaries of this category.

Eany research -,-)apers have implications for classroom instruction

mul-lioned among their findings, for a=mple,'and theoretical

sometimes contain some practical ideas for instruction.

:itether or not there is a sufficiently large collection of distinct

ro:ram and practice documentsand whether or not there is suffi-

cien, DI:nand for searching just those documents, distinct froiri

searching by subject matterwould seem to be a questim

recuires further research.

I. Senarate ystem for Instructional Naterials.

A third possibility for easing access to instructional materials

would be the establishment of e separate document system just for

such ':naterials. The problem here, of course, would be the extent

to which this would cause duplication and waste. Since there appear

to be ways of improving the Present system through fine tuning,

may not be any need for seeking more dramatic alternatives.

However, this is a possibilit and is worthy of exploration.
2 4



Retrieviar Evaluated 'Products.

Among the many instru!tional materials documents in the ERIC

collection are some which contain data on their effectiveness as

instruments of instruction. These data vary from results of simple

field tests conducted by the developer to elaborate third-party

evaluations.

At present there is no way to retrieve these documents as a

group. There are no.descriptors in ERIC for "field tested,"

"evaluated" or "validated." There is a demand, however, for the

ability to retrieve such documents. Curriculum developers,

researchers interested in product development, and teachers and

curriculum supervisors concerned with demonstrated effectiveness of

materials seek instructional materials documents which contain

effectiveness data.

The problem of accessing these documents can be solved through

any one of the three systems described above.

A. Descriptors

One way to provide access to these documents is to add a new

descriptor or descriptors to the ERIC thesaurus. When Tueried

concerning the need for new descriptors in this area, the clearing-

house directors responded that such descriptors were needed and

suggested the following:

EValuated Programs
Field Tested Programs
Field Testing
Program Evaluation
Demonstration Programs
Demonstration Projects
Pilot Projects
Exemplary Programs
Exemplary Products
Validated Programs

4L-



,ust onc descriptor indicating the presence of

effetiveness data could be entered into the system alad applied to

ructional materials documents containing such data.

i. ibype codes

system of pubty-:.( codes designed sbecifically for improving

adcess to instructioLal materials were instituted, then the presence

or absence of effectiveness data could be indicated in the coding

system. This could be done by providing separate detailed document-

tyc2 codes to materials with such data or by feveloping a separate

i7,enral category for such documents (for ex. 21e, instructional

materials without effectiveness data woulu NDded X, while those

with ef.:e -Jiveness uata were codedX').

;Jebarate system

If a searate system were created to deal with instr ctional

1.ttrials, the need for differentiating those with effectiveness

fro tose without would need to be one of the problems dealt

with in the original design of the system.

AIK.;TRACTIC; DOCUINT3 COITCELNING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The following section will review the guidelines for 'Ibstrac-

LinL; instructional. materials now in the ERIC lrocessing Manual,

'11:3C1,1:32 suggestions for improving the abotracts given by ERIC

Clearinghouse Directors, and present a draft of possible new

udcIirLr

The .;itiU 1-rocessing Eanual contains general guidelines on

in- and bir?.f w:gestious specific to abstractinF certain

2 6



types of instructional materials. These guidelines leave a great

deal of discretion to the individual abstractor confronted with

an educational product or other types of classroom materials,

resulting in wide variety and inconsistency in the abstracts of

instructional materials entered into the ERIC system.

The basic information concerning abstracts of instructional

materials given in the Manual is as follows:

Abstracts for instructior--1_ materials should be INDICATIVE;

that is, t should concentrate on the scope and format of a

documet rather than on its con'ent, and should be written from

the viewpoint of an informed observer. This format is In contrast

to that suggested for the INFORMATIVE abstract, recommended for

research studies and theoretical papers, in which the abstractor

is urged to concentrate on content and write as if he or she were

_the author presenting an objective summary of the paper.

Typical categories of information contained in an abstract,

the Manual suggests, are subject matter, scope and purpose;

publication/document type; the author's viewpoint or bias; intended

audience; relationship to other works; intendad use; special

features; results or findings.

A limit of 200 words per abstract is given and, for INDICATIVE

abstracts, the use of the passive voice and present tense are

recommended.

The following specific guidelines are given for abstracting

certain types of instructional materials: 7

7
ERIC Processing Manual, p. 206.
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Curriculum Guides, Teacher Guides. These usually
require INDICATIVE abstracts, which should contain:
(1) subject area and grade level of the curricular
material, (2) specific objectives of the course,
(3) unit areas of the course, N particularly
interesting methods used, and 5 supplementary
activities and materials suggested.

Program Descriptions/Administrative Reports.
These usually require INDICATIVE abstracts, which
should contain: (1) objectives of the program and
identification of the target population, (2) types
of special teachers and ther personnel and numbers
of classes or students Involved, (3) means or suggested
means of carrying out the program, including any sort
of community participation problems, and (5) to-date
progress of the prograw with expected changes in
future plans, or, if the program has been completed,
conclusions or evaluations of the prozram's
effectiveness.

Textbook/Instructional Materials. These usually
require INDICATIVE abstracts, which should contain:
(1) objectives of the text, Including target student
population, (2) description of the general nature of
the subject matter, and (3) special methods used in
meeting objectives, including notation of illustrations
and accompanying activities. Recounting specific
textual material is not necessary, unless doing so will
explain methods used in achieving objectives. Tests
or measurement/evaluation instruments, accompanying a
report as supporting documentation, may be analyzed
out as a separate accession. The TM Clearinghouse
may be consulted if there are questions relating to
ouch material.

2 8



ERIC Clearinghouse Directors were queried by letter regarding

the desirability of refining the guidelines for abstracting instruc-

tional materials--specifi'ally for educational products, programs

and practices--to achieve more nearly standardized abstracts

eared to the needs of practitioners. Most agreed that this would .

be a desirable goal. Their suggestions for the information which

should be required to be included in an abstract fell into the

following categories: subject, target audience, format, effective-

ness, cost and other information. Listed below, following each

topic heading, are the specific areas suggested for inclusion by

the Clearinghouse Directors.

SUMJECT: major subject arE_ / concept / orientation /

objective / model or philosophy / why developed

TAAGET AUDIENCE: grade level / age / i)roficiency level /

scope of target audience

FORMAT: type of document / level of detail (how much has to

be supplied by the teacher) / medium / options / to be used alone

or with other materials

EFFECTIVENESS: outcomes / evaluation / internal or external

evaluation / context in which tested / student assessment / benefits /

availability of information on effectiveness / location of program

and its duration

COST: Installation cost / cost per student per year / needed

equipment / needed staff training

OTHER: references to related documents / preview and review

options / ordering information / names of distributor and developer



A teacher, administrator, or curriculum developer searching

the 12LIC system for information on instructional materials is

most likely to be seeking either ideas for teaching methods or

fully developed materials which can be purchased and used in the

classroom. In either case, the practitioner has several decision

criteria in mind. Some of those criteria are definitive or

absolute: that is, unless they are met, the practitioner will

reject the product. Other criteria are subsidiary or contributive.

They are important In the practitioner's decision, but one of them

by itself will determine that decision.

The goal of the abstract writer is to address the definitive

criteria first and the subsidiary criteria second. That way, the

Practitioner's time is saved because abstracts for materials which

do not meet the definitive criteria may be discarded after only a

partial reading.

Obviously, there can be no foolproof set of rules for deciding

what information should be in an abstract and in what. order. One

person's subsidiary criterion may be another person's definitive

one, and to include all the potentially relevant information is

impossible.

The following dr, guidelines for writing abstracts of

educational products are based on the investigation and analysis

described above and are intended to serve as a springboard for

discussion and research.

EThe'question of what information is of most value in an
abstract would seem to call for empirical investigation. Perhaps
a sample of practitioners could be asked to rank order a list of
topics, such as those listed above, In the order of their importance
in an abstract. 3 0



Guidelines for Ab tractin Documents Concernin Loducational

Product, Prop;ram and Practice Documents.

2;ducation practitioners--teachers, supervisors, administrators--

frequently seek information to assist them in classroom instruction.

Two types of documents in the ERIC collection are particularly

helpful to this group of users: document which are actual

instructional materials and documents which describe instructional

proi;rams and practices. Both types of documents appear in great

variety. .ihat they have in common is their practical "how to"

orientrAien. Users seeking these documents want to know if the

nroduct or program described within will meet the specific

instructional needs with which they are concerned. The abstract

should helJ) the user screen those documents which would be suitable

from those which would not.

In writing such as abstract, the abstractor should try to

answer, as effectively as possible within the 200 word limit, the

lestions a nractitioner seeking materials for classroom use would

bc likely to ask. The following guidelines suggest seven such

questionsconcerning subject, target group, special attributes,

format, costs, claims of effectiveness, and related materials--

and note the types of information which could be included in the

abstract in answer to each.

1. SUBJECT

Are these materials relevant to the subject/content area

I want to teach?

The first question to be answered regards eonent. Presumabl:,-,

the descri-ptors used tc search ti the document provide a starting



point, but he first sentence in the abstract should elaborate,

defining the range and depth of content coverage. If not

indicated in the document title, the product or program name

should appear. For example:

This text svrveys American history from 1700 to 1900 with
emphasis on political developments and social customs.

The Plymouth Career Education Workbooks focus heavily on
tasks associated with specific jobs, primarily jobs in the
manui'acturing and service sectors.

TARGET AUDIENCE

.k.L.estion.: Are these materials suitable for the intended learners?

The abstract should state the age, grade or proficiency level

of learners for whom the materials are designed, and any additional

special characteristics (e.g., bi-lingual, gifted, rural). For

example:

The games described are for children ages 8-12 with normal
physical skills and some experience with basic gymnastics.

The basic lessons are designed for third grade students
reading at or slightly above grade level. Supplementary materials
are included for more advanced students.

). SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES

Question: What is special about these materials?

What might the user find particularly interesting about the

materials? Among the possibilities:

- the instructional principles or rationale upon which

the materials are based

The lessons are based on the belief that the student can best
learn about differences in musical style by attempting his or her
own composition in each style studied.

3 2



- the role of th(? instructor

The 6eacher does not visibly direct
experiment, but serves as a facilitator.

- the role of the learner

the course of the

The students are expected to actively Participate in the
selection of the scripts to be enacted.

- methods or techniques

Value problems are explored through role

- goals or purposes

Playing techniques.

The goal of these materials is to reduce sex stereotyping
of occupations.

- parent or public involvement

A key element of the program is the involvement of local
representatives of business and industry.

4. FORMAT

cuestion: What form are these materials in?

Is it a book? A set of mimeograph masters? A programme'l

text? A multimedia kit? In addition to type of document, other

information about format the user may want to know might include:

- can the materials be used alone or should they be

supplemented?

- must the lessons be used in the order given, or can

one pick and choose?

- are there a variety of options for use described?

- do the materials contain assessment instruments?

For example: The package consists of five filmstrips with
discussion guides. They are intended to be used in order, and to
supplement a standard driver training program. A 20-question
multiple choice quiz for assessing student mastery is included.

.o
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The self-contained science kits contain all the materials
necessary for the experiments. They may be used individually or
as a series.

). COSTL; AND PREREQUISITES

(ian I afford this?

The user will want to know all of the associated costs of a

product or program. If the following types of information are

available, they should be noted:

- cost of expendable materials
- cost of reusable materials
- special equipment needed
- special facilities needed
- required staff training
- outside or specialized i=sonnel required
- organizational requiremeAts (e.g., scheduling)
- special services (e.g., 1,raLisportation)
- time requirements

p'or example: The program is designed for 15 twa-hour periods
of instruction and requires a centrifuge. The reusable guide books
;.re 6 per copy. The expendable wor7:cets cost $3 per student.

The program requires that partipating students spend all day
two days a week for a semester working at a job in the food services

6. EI2TECTIVENESS

Ilection: Are these materials effective?

If the materials contain claims of effectiveness, or claims

of other positive attributes, which are backed up with data, this

should be noted in the abstract. The abstract should indicate the

type of data which is offered to support the claims. On whom were

the materials tested? In what ways was their achievement measured?

4as the evaluation done by the developer or by an outside party?

3 4



The developer field tested the materials with 100 fifth
jrade students in three suburban schools. She presents evidence
that the students in the LIGHT program achieved significantly
higher scores on thc Word Meaning and Paragraph Neadng sections
of he Standford Achievement Tests than (lid a control group.

Other types of ci4ims which may be noteworthy include:

- social fairness

The author clains that illustrations and text references have
been screened for both sex and race bias and found to represent
both sexes and minority races in equitable proportion.

- replicability or transportability

The pogram was implemented successfully in five different
school districts without the assistance of the developer.

- careful product development

The materials were refined through four cycles of field
testinglwith center city children/and revision.

7. R.LATED MATERIALS

Question: Is this work part of a series?

Curriculum materials oftentimes come in series. If this is

true of the document being abstracted, that feature should be noted

and references given to the other documents in the series. For

e=mple:

Other units developed as part of this project are "Solar
.:::ners-y and You" (n 000 000), and "Hydroelectric Power and You"
(1) 000 000).

3 5
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fllearliTt 1)Ele Director:

HrT(t system was originally established to deal with 7nformati-,n
con(i,rning education research. increasingly. however, the system
's also being asked to serve the needs of education practitioners
'or information concerning instructional products, programs and
tractices*. I am currently working under contract with the
'Ivision of School Practice and Service of the National Institute
17 Education to gather suggestions for ways in which the ERIC
)ystem might Improve ease of access to product and program
'mCormati(n.

w-Hld appreciate any and all suggestions that you and your
:tfarr might have concerni possible Improvements along these
lInes in the information retrieval system. Drafts of suggested
rovisions In or additions to the system will be circulated to
you for comment. The following types of information from your
6taff t/omld be particularly helpful to us in drafting recommendattons:

1.DESCRIPTnii
a)What descriptors do you use to desinmate instroctional
products?
b)Wnat descriptors do use use to designate instructional
rrorams and practices?
c)What additional descriptors. If any, would help system
msers retrieve product information? Program and practice
information?
d) What adlitional descriptors. If any, would help
system users retrieve information about exemplary pr-v3mcts
or prn,rams, particularly those for which field tesiin-,
or evaluation data are available?

2.friQr:R.ACT[l

a)What 7midelines do you follow in writing abstracts
of instructional products? Of programs and practices?
(Please send samples. if possible.)
b)In what ways could the abstracts be Improved to help
a practitioner decide which products, Programs and practices
to pursue further?
c)What acHittonal informat'on aboW exemplary products
or pro,7r3ms, particHlar7,T laose for which field fest or
evaluation data are avai:Lible, should be included in the
abstract?

3.:1UPSYSTS
yon use any subsystems or supplementary systems to

classify product, program or practice information? If so,
Please describe.

* For definition of product,program and practice please see attachmen
.

r7



b)What, if any, subsystems or supplementary systems do
you think would be helpful to practitioners interested
in product, program and practice information?

Any additional ideas or suggestions you may have would be deeply
appreciated. Please send all replies to me at the following
address: 6723 Towne Lane Road, McLean, Virginia 22101. Thank
you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
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The following pages contain the group displays from

the ERIC Thesaurus for the terms cuRalcuLum, INSTRUCTION,

TECHNIQUES, PROGRAMS and AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS AND METHODS.

Descriptors marked with a check were mentioned by clearinghouse

directors as being used 0 describe educational prodcts, Descrip

marked with an x were mentioned as being used to describe educatio

programs and .ractices.

Following the group displays is a list of the descriptors

which were mentioned by the clearinghouse directors but which

are not members of one of these five groUp displays.
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GRAPHS
LI4NDWRITING MATERIALS
HEALTH ACTIVITIES HANDBOOKS
HEALTH BOOKS

L.44IGH INTEREST LOW VOCABUARYBOOKS
1,14STORY TEXTBOOKS

HOLOGRAPHY
HORIZONTAL TEXTS

//ILLUSTRATIONS
ONSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
LANSTRUCTIONAL FILMS

vINSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
L.-INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
INSTRUCTOR CENTERED TE,EV;SON
KINESCOPE RECORDINGS

1,EABORATORY MANUALS
LXANGUAGE AIDS

LANGUAGE 'RECORDS (PHONOGRAPH)
1.ZARGE TYPE MATERIALS

MANIPULATIVE MATERIALS
//OAPS
//MASS MEDIA

MASTER TAPES (AUDIO)
MATHEMATICS MATERIALS
MECHANICAL TEACHING AIDS

//MEDIA SELECTION
MICROFICHE
MICROFILM
MICROFORM READER PRINTERS
MICROFORM READERS
MICROFORMS

MICROREPRODUCTION
MULITCHANNEL PROGRAMING

LARIILTICULTURAL TEXTBOCKS
)REN CIRCUIT TELEVISION

L2:IENTATON MATERIALS
04ERHEA3 TELEVISION

LYHONOGRAPH RECOROS
/../PHONOTAPE RECORDINGS

PHOTOGRAPHS
CRIAL STIMUL

L.PROGRAMED MATERIALS
ROGRAMED TEXTS

PROGIVIM.NG (BROADCAST)
LPPCT)COL MATERIALS

9LIC TSLEVISION
r;AL)It...T

RAISED :NE I.I;PAWINGS

1....<NG..E. CONCEPT FILMS
k..:E
.:k2ND EFFECTS

L ND FILMS
7RACA5

SPL,T.AL FFFS

A'ENT DEvELC:PED mATEPIALS
TL CENT WRITING MOTE_S

PPLEMFN*ARY 7FATI..)OKS
.ALit,NG BOOKS
1.7SPE RECORDINGS
t..1-rACHER DEVELOPED MATERIALS

ic,..T;IACHING MACHINES
TELEGRAPHIC MATERIALS
TELEVISION
TELFI+ISION COMMERCIALS
Ti:E.VISION VIEWING
=.xTBOOKS

:-.REE DIMENSIONAL AIDS
IlOYS
TRANSPARENCIES
VERTICAL TEx rs

/ANDEO . ASSL r TE SYS TEMS
t...lett)E0 TAPE RECORDINGS
VSIJAI AIDS



ACCELERAILD COUNSES
&ACTIVITY UNITS

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
AMERICAN.GOVERNMENT (COURSE)
ARITHMETIC CURRICULUM
BOOKKEEPING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS ENGLISH
BUSINESS SUBJECTS
COLLEGE CURRICULUM
COLLEGE SCIENCE
CONSUMER EDUCATION
CONSUMER SCIENCE
CONVERSATIONAL LANGUAGE COURS

ES
CORE COURSES
CORE CURRICULUM
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

?<COURSE CONTENT
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
COURSE OBJECTIVES
COURSES
CREDIT COURSES
CURRICULUM
CURRICULUM DESIGN
CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT

X I.-CURRICULUM GUIDES
CURRICULUM PROBLEMS
EDUCATION COURSES
ELECTIVE SUBJECTS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
ENGLISH CURRICULUM

fr.--xENRICHME NT PROGRAMS
ETHNIC STUDIES

L7EXPERIMENTAL CURRICULUM
FELLOWSHIPS
FLES
FLIGHT TRAINING
FUSED CURRICULUM
GENERAL SCIENCE
HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM

- -

HOME ECONOMICS
HONORS CURRICULUM
HUMAN FIFE A IONS UNII S

L.--INDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM
INSERVICE COURSES
INSTITUTE TYPE COURSES
INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
INTELLECTUAL DIWIPLINES
INTENSIVE LANGUAGE COURSES
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

i,CANGUAGE PROGRAMS
I IBERAL ARTS
MARKETING
MA THEMATICS CURRICUL UM
MERCHANDISING
MILITARY SCIENCE
MILITARY TRAINING

4,410DERN LANGUAGE CURRICULUM
MODERN SCIENCE
NATURAL SCIENCES
NONCREDIT COURSES
OFFICE PRACTICE
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
PHYSICS CURRICULUM
PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM
PRETECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

)(PROGRAM CONTENT
X PROGRAM LENGTH
L.-PROGRAMED UNITS

PUBLIC SPEAKING
RADIO TECHNOLOGY
REMEDIAL COURSES
SALESMANSHIP
SCIENCE COURSE IMPROVEMENT PRO

JEC T

SCIENCE COURSES
SCIENCE CURRICULUM

kgCIENCE PROGRAMS
SCIENCE UNITS
SCIENCES
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SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
SHOP CURRICULUM

ASHORT COURSES
SOCIAL STUDIES '

gSCICIAL STUDIES UNITS
SPEECH CURRICULUM
SPIRAL CURRICULUM

i.,..&TATE CURRICULUM GUIDES
XSTUDENT CENTERED CURRICULUM

STUDY ABROAD
arTUDY GUIDES

SUMMER SCIENCE PROGRAMS
TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

g,,T.fACHING GUIDES
TECHNOLOGY
TELEVISION CURRICULUM
TEXTBOOK CONTENT
UNGRADED CURRICULUM
UNIT PLAN

,..bINITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS)
URBAN STUDIES
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
WQMENS STUDIES
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NUTRITION INSTRUCTION
OFF THE JOB TRAINING
ON THE JOB TRAINING
ORIENTATION
PACING
PARENT WORKSHOPS
PAR I TIMI FEACHING
PAR fICIPANI INVOL V MEN1

t....111 TERN 1)4I1 S (LAN-JUAGE)
PEDIATRICS !RAINING

XPI f? I I- ACHING
PHYSICS INS( RUC I ION
PRAC TiCt
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PR( it I 551,,NAI I RAINING

I.-PROGRAM, IN', I PI A:HON
PROGILAMC !) III it MING
PROJECT WINING METHODS
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READING INSTRUCTION
REFRESHER COURSES

AREMEDIAL INSTRUCTION
LRE-MEDIAL PROGRAMS

REMEDIAL READING
RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION UNITS
RETRAINING
SCHOOL ORIENTATION
SCIENCE INSTRUCTION
SCIENCE PROJECTS
SENSITIvIT y TRAINING
SENSORY TRAINING
SENTENCE DIAGRAMING
SEWING INSTRUCTION
SHELTERED WORKSHOPS
SPEECH INSTRUCTION
SPELLING INSTRUCTION
STAFF ORIENTATION
STUDENT MPROVEMENT
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
ST UDENT PROJECTS

)4-SUBS1ITUTION DRIL LS
SUMMER WORKSHOPS
SUPERVISED FARM PRACTICE
SUPE RVISORY TRAINING
'TEACHER ORIENTATION
TEACHER PARTICIPATION
TEACHER SEMINARS

/.TEACHER WORKSHOPS
7(TEACHING
t.TEACHING MODELS

tf.:TEACHING PROCEDURES
TEAM TRAINING
TELECOORSES

LTELEPHONE INSTRUCTION
TELEVISED INSTRUCTION
TEXTBOOK ASSIGNMENTS
TEXTILES INSTRUCTION
TRAINING
TRAINING OBJECTIVES
TRAVEL TRAINING
IIJTCIRIAL PROGRAMS
URBAN TEACHING
VOCATIONAL RETRAINING
Vr,LUNTE EP TRAINING

I.-WORKBOOKS
t.-WORKSHEEI S

/VORKSHOPS
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ADUl I PROGRAMS
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAMS

i-AErvANCED PROGRAMS
"I TER SCHOOL PROGRAMS

F MRLY PROGRAMS
',RuOM GUIDANCE PROGRAMS

L ',E1 PROGRAMS
Mt- HENSIVF PROGRAMS

-AlIvE PROGRAMS
(,( ING INSI RUC I IONAL PRO

,-AM,
t.c It N Y ,HoGRAMS

pkt 1GRAMS
LJAY HMI )GRAMS
DOC foRAt PROGRAMS
I vENING PROGRAMS

,mit Y PROGRAMS
t E DER E,RoGRAMS

)(I i1.1 I) E xPE MENU PROGRAMS
rUNDAIUN PROGRAMS

L.A1T)ME PROGRAMS
OCE,ROVEMENT PROGRAMS

015IVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS
INPLANT PROGRAMS

1.INSTITUTES (TRAINING PROGRAMS)
INSURANCE PROGRAMS
INTERCOLLEGIATE PROGRAMS
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

2LINTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
INTERSTATE PROGRAMq

L.-PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS
1.PROGRAMS

PROJECTS
REGIONAL PROGRAMS

ESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
SCIENCE FAIRS

4.--1CIENCE INSTITUTES
SELF HELP PROGRAMS

XSPECIAL DEGREE PROGRAMS
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
STUDENT PERSONNEL pROGRAMS

L./SUMMER INSTITUTES
c--SUMMER PROGRAMS

TEACHER EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
TEACHER PROGRAMS

akTEACHING PROGRAMS
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
VACATION PROGRAmS
wASTE DISPOSAL
WEEKEND PROGRAMS

t4kW1)RK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS
--woRK STUDY PROGRAMS

YOUTH PRLIGRAMS

1 /1
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510 Techniqwes
AFTER SCHOOL TUTORING
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

4/AUDIOLINGUAL METHODS
tAeAUTOINSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

AUTOMA NON
1.-CENTERS OF INTEREST

froCLASSROOM GAMES
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION TECHNI.

CATES
4,-.1.CEASSROOM TECHNIQUES

COMPARATIVE ANAl YSIS
COMPUTER GRAPHICS

1,CONCTPT TEACHING
CONFERENCES

d..,<C0014 RATIVE TEACHING
CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
CREA TIVE READING

)ZRI Alive TEACHING
-CUL TuRisq 7m-ow:HAS

toriDEMONSTRATIONS (EDUCATIONAL)
-rDISCUSSION (TEACHING TECHNIQUE)

DROPOUT PREVENTION
tZi(EDUCATIONAL METHODS

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHy
ENRICHMENT
ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
EXPERIMENTS
FARM viSITS

kLo TRIPS
FLEXIBLE PROGRESSION
GAME THEORY
GRADE REPETITION
GROUPING PROCEDURES
INDEPENDENT STUDY
INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES

.INDIVIDUAL STUDY
7,INDUCTIVE METHODS
fr4NSTRUCTIONAL TRIPS

INTELLEC TUALIZATION
INTERACTION PROCESS ANALYSIS

L.INfERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
INTERMODE DIFFERENCES
INTERVAL PACING
KINESTHETIC METHODS
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
LABORATORY PROCEDURES
LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

1,LEAD LECTURE PLAN
LEADERSHIP STYLES
LECTURE
LESSON PLANS
MAGNIFICATION METHODS
MANUFACTURING
MA`3S PRODUCTION
MEE TINGS
METHODOLOGY
METHODS

1-MODELS
MOTIVATION TECHNIQUES
MUSIC TECHNIQUES
NUMERICAL CONTROL
OPTIONAL BRANCHING
PARENT CONFERENCES
PARENT PARTICIPATION
PARENT TEACHER CONFERENCES
PARENT TEACHER COOPERATION
PARTICIPATION
PHONICS
PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS
POLICE SEMINARS
PRESERVATION
PREVENTION
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
PUBLICIZE
QUESTIONNAIRES
READING GAMES
REDUNDANCY
REPETITIVE FILM SHOWINGS
REPROGRAPHY
SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY

4 6

X kMINARS
SEQUENTIAL APPROACH
SIGHT METHOD

I./SIMULATION
)(SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION

STUDENT PROMOTION
STUDENT SEMINARS
SIUDY
SYMPOSIA

k,-,(TEACHING ME THUDS
X I EACHING STYLES

,......ATEACHING TECHNIQUES
/..--XTEAM TEACHING

TECHNIQUES

...2cRIEMATIC 110%
kisTRAINING TE141' r

TUTORING

WRITING EXEe61565



Additional Descriptors Reported

020 Administration

Administrator Guides
Leaders Guides
Program Guides
Program Coordination
Program Descriptions
Program Design
Program Improvement
Program Planning
Program Administration

030 Arts

Art Materials

080 Communication

Sequential Programs
Computer Programs

oLlo Attitudes

Educational Accountability

090 Counseling

Guidance Programs

100 Culture

Intercultural Programs

130 Development

Program Development
Educational Development

140 Education

Adult Education Programs
Compensatory Education programs
Educational Programs
Inservice Teacher Education
Educational Strategies
Cooperative Education

170 Equipment

Magnetic Tape Cassettes

180 Evaluation

Program Evaluation 4 7

190 Evaluation Techniques

Precision Tea ching
Questioning Techniques

210 Facilities

Instructional Materials Center

220 Finance

Performance Contracts

230 Government

Federal Programs
State Programs

250 Health and Safety

Health Guides
Health Programs

290 Language and Speech

College Language Programs
Language Guides
FLES Programs
Language Laboratory Use

310

ning:

and Cognition

Activity
SProblem olving

320 Librar Y Materials

Books
Bulletins
Guides
Manuals
Literature Guides

390 Physical Education & Recreation

Cocurricular Activities
Games

420 Psychology

Role Playing
Sociodrama



Additional Descriptors Reported -'Continued)

440 Reading

Reading Materials
Supplementary Reading Materials

460 Resources

Educational Resources
Resource Guides
Resource Mater!9ls
Science Materials

490 Sociology

Action Programs (Community)

500 Standards

Evaluation Criteria

4 8
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ERIC

Publication/Document Types and Codes
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A Audio Visual/Nonprint Media; Audiovisual Aids; Films; Tape Recordings;
Phonotape Recordings; Computer Programs; etc.

Books; Monographs; Textbooks; Programmed Texts; etc. (not otherwise
classifiable)

C Curriculum Guides; Curriculum Materials; Teacher-Developed Materials;
Laboratory Manuals

D Directories; Membership Lists; Table of Organization; Reference Works
Dealing with Organizations/Institutions; etc.

G Guides; Teaching Guides; Resource Guides; Study Guides; Administrative
Guides; Leaders Guides; Manuals; Training Manuals

H Legislation, Legislative Hearings, Legislative Reports, Congressional
Documents. (include both Federal and State levels; include National
Commissions). Court Cases and Decisions (all levels).

J Journal Articles; Serials; Periodicals; Bulletins; Newsletters;
Newspapers; etc.

K Program/Project Descriptions; Implementation Efforts

L Bibliographies; Annotated Bibliographies; Book Catalogs; Abstracts;
Literature Reviews; Literature Searches/Guides; Book Lists; Book
Reviews; Library Guides; Indexes (Locators); State-of-the-Art Reviews

Maps; Atlases; Gazetteers

Numerical and Statistical Tables; Quantitative Data and Analyses

0 Other

P Proceedings; Conference Records/Minutes (entire)

Q Questionnaires; Tests; Measurement Devices; Evaluation Devices

R Research Reports; Technical Reports; Studies

S Speeches; Conference Reports; "Papers presented at...", Verbal
Presentations; etc., (not otherwise classifiable)

T Theses; Dissertations

V Dictionaries; Vocabularies; Glossaries; Thesauri

Y Annual Reports; Yearbooks

FIGURE 5-6
PUBLICATION/DOCUMENT TYPES AND CODES

50 Revised February 1975



III . SUMAARY OF COMMENTS

OF RESPONDENTS
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The paper "The ERIC System and Practitioner Needs" was mailed

to -0ar1y 200 peenle with a cover letter requesting comments. Those

sit the paper include all clearinghouse directors, directors of

ERIC search services and other interested people. Twenty-nine of

the reviewers were also called by phone. Of these, phone discus-

sions were actually held with seventeen. Letters were received

from fifteen. Por a list of those interviewed and the text of

letters received, sec Ykpoendix B.

The respondents varied widely in their areas of concern.

Two themes which recurred in a large nercentage of the responses

were th.= desirability of "fine tuning" the existing system to meet

-::ractitionor needs better (rather than attempting any wholesale

revisions) and the need to increase inter-clearinghouse consistency

in indexing and abstracting.

number of resp,ondents stated a need for policy clarification.

ThaL instructional materials have gradually been introduced into

the ';ystem without any officially premulgati.?d decision to do so was

seen as nart of the problem. Some felt that ERIC Central shou3,1

issue a policy clarification on this and related matters, particu-

larly the treatment of Level III materials.

Only two res,ondents thought a se-:,arate system for instruc-

tional materials was the best route. Most thouLht that refinement

of the lubtype codes the simplest solution. It was suggested that

the -i:ubtyL:es oe refined; expanded to include, among other things,

ecial eatory for evaluatej materials; 1)ilot tested on ERIC

5 2



system documents; further revised; and then mandated. The three

respondents who did not prefer this approach argued for keeping

ERIC in natural language only. These three were unhappy with any

action that might make the system less accessible to the person

doing a hand search, and objected to increasing dependence of

searchers on intermediaries.

Most respondents felt that any major revisions of the

descriptor system would cause more problems than they would solve.

One pointed out that the problem of inconsistency in the assignment

of descriptors was system-wide and not restricted to practitioner-

oriented materials. Most felt that improving the consistency of

assignment of descriptors would be a more productive approach than

revising the Thesaurus.

Among the suggestions for improving consistency in the use of

descriptors were to expand the number and detail of scope notes,

develop a dictionary with full definitions of all terms, train

indexers more intensively, increase centralization of the indexing

process, and require central editing of clearinghouse work.

Increased training and greater centralization were also suggested

for improvinE the abstracting process.

Thr draft guidelines for abstracting product information

documents were well received. When questioned, most respondents

stated that such guidelines would be helpful. Some feared that

the 200-word limit would preclude addressing all the topics in

the guidelines, but liked the "questions" approach.

A number of clearinghouses explained their individual approaches

to solving some of the problems described in the paper. Both the

5 3
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Clearinghouse on Science, Mathematics and Environmental Education

and the Clearinghouse on Hanjicapped and Gifted Children described

their internal use of highly refined Pubtype codes. The

Clearinghouse on Science, Mathematics and Environmental Education

and the Clearinghouse on Social Studies/Social Science Education

pointed out the demand for, and ciscribed their production of,

Dublications specifically aimed at practitioners. A clearinghouse

document, The Directory of Projects and Programs in Environmental

Education for Elementary and Secondary Schools (by John F.

Disinger and Beverly Lee; 1973), was cited as an example of the

kinds of documents practitioners seem to find useful. It was

suggested that the clearinghouses devote more resources to the

development and dissemination of such publications.

Although there was general sympathy with the desire to index

and describe evaluated materials, respcndents pointed out some

problems in this area. First was the relative lack of such

information. One respondent feared that undue emphasis on evalua-

tions would tend to cast well-funded curriculum projects, which

could afford fancy evaluations, in an unfairly favorable light

while penalizing materials developed with more modest funding.

Second, a number of respondents were wary of the wide variety of

the meanings of "validation" and "evaluation" in the field, stating

that very careful criteria would have to be developed for Lhe use

of such terms. However, there was general agreement that a term

like "validated materials" should be added to the Thesaurus and to

the Pubtype codes.
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Other c orarnents included the following:

The needs of administrators for "how to" documents

on school management issues should not be overlooked.

aac might benefit from more Interchange of field

personnel with individuals operating other information systems.

The circulation of a newsletter might help increase

communication LOng clearinghouses.

When changes arc made in the system that cannot be

made retrospectively, "pointer documents" should be added to the

system giving the searcher directions for finding documents

classified under the previous system.

A number of respondents also recommended that ERIC directors

make a formal effort to keep in touch with directors of c-urriculum

and other information systems within and outside the fi,.3:N o

education. Education systems specifically mentioned includ

NIEIS, Curriculum Center, and EPIE. Groups outsi--.e of

education with which it was recommended contact should be main-

tained were the ITational Library of Medicine and the Nationa2

ieClcration of 2Lbstracting and Indexing Services.

5 '5
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APPENDIX A

1. Letter to Clearinghouse Directors, April 11, 1975

2. Responses from Clearinghouse Directors
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A2PENDIX B

1. Written Comments Received on "The ERIC

System and Practitioner Needs"

2. List of Persons with whom Interviews

Were Held
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List of Individuals Interviewed by Telephone

Gregory Benson
Educational Program and Studies Information Services
New York Education Department
Albany, New York

Barbara Booth
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges
Los Angeles, California

Marcia Boyer
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges
Los Angeles, California

Everett Edington
Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools
Las Cruces, Now Mexico

Erwin Flaxman
Clearinghouse on Urban Education
New York, New York

Richard Herlig
Project Communicate
Kansas State Department of Education
Topeka, Kansas

Paul Hood
Far West Regional Laboratory
San Francisco, California

Eleanor Horne
Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement and Evaluation
Princeton, New Jersey

Robert Howe
Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and Environmental Edqcation
Columbus, Ohio

Kathleen McLane
Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
Arlington, Virginia

Charles Missar
National Institute of Education
Washington, D. C.

Harry Osgood
Area Cooperative Educational Services
Educational Resources Center
New Haven, Connecticut

5 8



Paul Perry
Harvard University Graduate School of Education
Monroe C. Gutman Library
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Irene Smith
Education Information Center
Rhode Island Department of Education
Providence, Rhode Island

Mima Spencer
Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Education
Urbana, Illinois

Roy Tally
Wisconsin Information Retrieval for Education
Madison, Wisconsin

Judith Yarborough
Clearinghouse on Information Resources
Stanford, Claifornia

A personal visit was made to the Clearinghouse on Handicapped and
Gifted Children in Reston, Virginia. Discussions were held with
Joyce Aegerter, June Jordan, Dorothy Bloch and Marion Cambril of
the Clearinghouse staff.



APPENDIX C

SAMPLE ABSTRACTS BASED ON DRAFT GUIDELINES
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The following two abstracts are samples of abstracts written

in acco-J-dance with the guidelines presented on pages 20 to 32.

1. DeVries, David; Edwards, Keith

Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT) Instructional Process Curriculum
Units: Teachers' Manual, Student Materials

1975

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland Center for Social
Organization of Schools

National Institute of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C.

The teachers' manual and student materials present an

instructional strategy applicable to all subject areas requiring

rote learning and drill. The core of the program is the teachers'

manual explaining how to adapt the method to a wide variety of

subjects in grades 3-12. In addition, the prepared units of

student materials can be purchased for certain subjects and grades--

language arts (grades 3-4, 6-9), math (5-7, 11), science (7-8)

and industrial arts (11-12). Students are divided into groups of

4-5 members of varying ability. The members of these groups compete

individually in an instructional game against members of equal

ability from other groups. In the competition, the members score

points for their team. Cost depends on whether teachers wish to

prepare their own materials. The basic cost is 3.00 for the

manual. A reusable sample kit including manual, sample games,

worksheets, scoresheets, table markets, etc., costs The games

are intended as a supplement to traditional teaching methods. The

developers :i.e.sent evidence that in eight out of nine classroom



evaluations, in a variety of subjects, TGT produced significant

positive effects on student academic achievement when compared to

a control group. TGT also reportedly increased positive student

attitudes toward the classroom and increased peer tutoring and

mutual concern.

2. Beck, Isabel L.

The New Primary Grades Reading System (NRS)

1975

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Learning
Research and Development Center

National Institute of Education (DREW), Washington, D.C.

This describes an individualized system for teaching the

reading skills usually included in the first three years of

reading instruction. NRS uses a code-breaking approach to

beginning reading. A mixture of synthetic and analytic phonics is

employed, along with text displays that illustrate linguistic

principles. NRS also seeks to build a recognition vocabulary.

Comprehension

was conceived

income groups.

effective

skills are taught pal.ilel with decoding. The system

for use in urban schools, especially among lower

The authors provide evience that it has

not only with these populations, but also with

and other pupils. The program is composed of 14 levels,

been

suburban

each

containing approximately 10 lessons. A prescriptive portion

(blending booklets, workbooks, cassette tapes, group readers) is

intended to teach new skills. A choice portion (read-alone

s.ories, games, manipulables) provides activities to maintain skils

6 2
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

DAVIS IRVINE LOS ANCEI.ES RIVERSIDE: SAN MECO SAN ElIANCISCO

;.pri] 1°, l77;

:4". JoAnne Steiger
6723 Towne r.ane Road
McLean. Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger;

SANTA BARBARA SANTA CRUZ

FilluEl CLEARING !MUSE FOR JUNIOR CoLLEGES
96 POWELL LIBRARY BUILDING
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90021

This .71earinphouse resumed its own indexirg/abstracting function on
January 1, 1275, after a two year hiatus during which the ERIC Facility
performed this function for us. All of us now involved in the indexine
arstractinp process a:e new to this activity. Consequently, I do not
feel able to provide you with the kind of information you have requested;
our experience is simply too limited for us to have developed any fixed
patterns.

However, I might point out (althouph you are probably aware of this) that
the Publication/1:oe'iment Type Code assigned to each document does serve
as a supplementary classification system. These codes are searchable on
the ..'1"C tgpes, though not in Resources in Education. You might consjcier
an expansion of this Code system.

Also, at the 1.1.0 Technical Meeting in raryland last :)ecember, a consensus
was reached on a certain number of "leveling" terms (for example P71CTICOL

-T7N7;,77 7DUCATTN, HI=r? TIN7CATIM, ,!Lc.) which are to be
mandatory in ansignment for documents where a leveling descriptor is
approrriate. You mimht devise three mandatory descr;rtors for products,
programs, Hnd practices.

014,r4i/04.:^

Bariara Loch
:)ocuments Libr::r1,1n
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I ill 'o. vvIlhv I Ilvit /I 1, I 4 ititypil # si,liktl:1:1 (/P L1tflIflfl tO

ERIC Higher Education
.pi

April 22, 1975

tt II L4.1,011N111ON liC 2(036 (21:'+

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. SteLger:

We received your letter of 11 April concerning improved ease of

access to product and program information. Documents processed by our
Clearinghouse do not seem to fall into your product, program, or
practice categories. Rather, we deal with state of the art, theoretical,
or research matter. At this point, I could only answer your questions

in a superficial manner. It would be most helpful if you would further
clarify your needs in relation to our Clearinghouse. Please feel free
to call in order to speed our response time.

I nm looking forward to hearing from you and hopefully aidim, in
improving ERIC'S information retrieval.

Sincerely,

'7/( /e/le -( /

Maryjane Miskel
Research Assistant
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Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear JoAnn Steiger:

Social StudiesERIC Clearinghouse for EducationSocial Science
Finoldet I rici t.):i;

Ouplinne 13031 11:i I 1 F7 XI

May 2, 1975

This letter is in response to your inquiry of April llth, requesting suggestions
for ways in which the ERIC system mAght improve areas for easing educators'
access to product and program information.

I believe I must deal with your questions superficially, rather than compre-
hensively, due to a limit of time. It seems that the area you are trying
to cover is so very broad that after you receive replies from various clearing-
houses you may want to contact one or more and the ERIC facility for more
indepth information.

I find your inquiry of interes,_ because ERIC/ChESS does, in fact, devote
attention to distinguishing documentation to meet the varying needs of researchers,
practitioners, and others in the field of education.

First, I think it is important to always consider the ERIC indexing system
as the coordinate indexing system that it is. We are not limited to using
a few descr rs but can index in depth, and always index for major topic,
content, pr ;/methods/techniques, instructional level, and type of document.

In indexing and abstracting we consider the user, i.e., how best can the materials
be retrieved manually and by computer. We also directly index and abstract
the document in hand -- not a related document or another resource -- and index
from that point of view. We index generally or very specifically depending
upon the specificity of the document. For example, we have extrem, road
terms such as Instructional Materials or specific terms to identify u- ucts:
Textbooks, Manuals, Workbooks Audiovisual Aids. In indexing a , uiwat

concerned with audiovisual materials in social studies for grades K-i2, we
would consider the social studies content to be the most important concept
to be indexed and make that a major descriptor. We would also make Audio-
visual Materials a major, and Elementary Secondary Education a minor. It

is my opinion that, in doing a manual search, most users would look under the
descriptor Social Studies First.

With one exception, I am going to answeryour questions in the same format
as posed by your letter, so that you can follow more easily. The one exception
is that I would like to answer number 3. a. after number 1, as I feel it more
logically follows 1.

1. a. & 1. b. What descriptors do you use to designate instructional products,
programs, & practices.

See the following list. Note that this list is not comprehensive.
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DESCRIPTORS

(a) Instructional Products

Adminstrator Guides
Art Materials
Audiovisual Aids
Autoinstructional Aids
Books
Bulletins
Classroom Games
Classroom Instruction
Computer Assisted Instruction
Curriculum Guides
Educational Games
Educational Resources
Educational Television
Guides
Instructional Aids
Instructional Films
Instructional Materials
Instructional Media
Laboratory Manuals
Leaders Guides
Manuals

(b) Programs

Action Programs (Community)
Adult Education Programs
Adult Programs
After School Programs
Autoinstructional Programs
Cocurricular Activities
Compensatory Education Programs
Course Content
Educational Development
Educational Programs
Enrichment Programs
Inservice Teacher Education
Instructional Programs
Program Administration
Program Construction
Program Content

Practices

Activity Learning
Autoinstructional Methods
Classroom Techniques
Concept Teaching
Conventional instruction
Cooperative Teaching
Creative Teaching
Cross Age Teaching

-2-
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Program Guides
Programed Instruction
Programed Materials
Programed Texts
Programed Units
Protocol Materials
Reading Mater!Als
Resource Guide;
Resource Materi, ls

Simulation
Student Developed Materials
Study al-1,1es

Supplementary Reading Materials
Supplementary Textbooes
Teac'aer Developed Materials
Teaching Guides
Textbooks
Three Dimensional Aids
Video Tape Reccrdings
Visual Aids
Workbooks

Program Coordination
Program Description
Program Design
Program Development
Program Evaluation
Program Guide
Program Improvement
Program Length
Program Planning
Programs
Projects
Seminars
Short Courses
Special Degree Programs
Work Experience Programs

Deductive Aethods
Demonstrations (Educational)
Diagnostic Teaching
Discussion (Teaching Technique)
Educational Methods
Effective Teaching
Experimental Teaching
Field Instruction



Przic t (cont inued)

Group instruction
individual Instruction
Individualized instruction
inductive Method
Inquiry Training
Inservice Teaching
fwAruction
Lead Lecture Plans
Mass instruction
Microteaching
Multimedia Instruction
Peer Teaching
Precision Teaching
Problem solving
Programed Instruction
Questioning Techniques
Remedial Instruction

Role Piaying
Simulation Sociodrama
Student Centered Curriculum
Substitlit ion Drills

Teaching
Teaching Machines
Teaching Methods
Teaching Models
Teaching Procejures
Teaching Programs
Teaching Techniques
Team Teaching
Thematic Approach
Training Teckniques

1. c. What additional descriptors, if any, would be of help to system users
in retrieving product, program, and practice information? I believe
the indexing terms are sufficient for identifying instructional products,
programs, and practices. As I'll mention in section 3, identifiers
and the institution idex also help in the retrieval of documenLs.

1. d. What additional descriptors, if any, would help system users retrieve
information about exemplary products or programs, particularly those for
which field testing or evaluation data are available? The first part
of this question seems to border on a judgement on our part. Our
role is not evaluate the quality of a program with such a descriptor.
Taking into account clea:inghouse selection criteria, the fact that
a document is selected and inputted suggests that the program offe-:;
new knowledge and is somewhat exemplary. We do have terms such a!;
Educational Innovation, Relevance (Education) and others which help
capture the idea. Again, however, I can't see educators looking under
a descriptor "Exemplary Programs"...it is just too broad. As for the
second part of the question, I would again go back to the document --
if the document contained evaluative material per se, I would indcn-

for that term with the many descriptors that ale now available to use:
Course, Curriculum, Program, Evaluation, etc. However, if the document
did not contain that information, but referred to evaluative data in
another document or if I knew that such evaluation was avdilable, I

could indicate this in the abstract, but would not index with an
evaluation term.

3. SUBSYSTEMS

a. Do you use any subsystems or supp.ementary systems to classify product,
prngram, or practice information? If so, please describe. identifiers
as well as the Institutional Source index, can help educ:.tors reLrieve
proads. All projecLs are indexed under prHect hames in the identifier
field and can he retrieved this way. To improve retrieval in tho
identifier Cield, guidelines need to be implemented and followed by
clearinghouses. 68
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2. ABSTRACTS

a. What guidelines do you follow in writing abstracts of instructional
products, programs, and practices? We follow the ERIC Operating Manual
Guidelines. Althoughnot related directly to writing abstracts, I think
it is important that educators realize the importance of reading the
entire resume. We are asked not to repeat information that is included
elsewhere...such as in the title. The source of the document may,
but need not, be repeated in the abstract. Important information can
be included in the descriptive note, such as related documents.

A good topic sentence giving essential information such as grade
level, majl subject area and type of documents sets the tone of the
abstract ana should be included.

Again, to abstract the c ,cument in hand is essential. Tf background
information that would be helpful to educators concerning a given
program is referenced but is not included in the document -- i.e.,
can be obtained from another source -- this information can be included
in the abstract but there should be differentiation as to what information
is and is not included in the document.

b. In what ways could the abstracts be improved to help a practitioner
decide which programs, products, and practices to pursue further?
Cast the document in the fullest perspective by providing as much
essential information as possible. Include, for example, information
on availability of described programs. In the selection process, the
evaluator needs to make certain that the document does not need helping
materials before it can be understood.

It is also helpful to refer the reader to related works.
I do not think that a standardized format for documents lends

itself to most materials in ERIC. Each document seems to be fairly
unique and should be abstracted to best reflect the document.

What additional information about exemplary products or programs,
particularly those for which field test or evaluation data are available,
should be included in the abstract? As I mentioned previously, all
supplementary information that the abstractor feels would be helpful
to the user shou24 be included in the abstract, making sure that this
information is d:!'crentiated between what is and what is not included
in the abstract-. Also the user should be made aware of the availability
of materials and telated works.

It is my opindon that the acquisitioning, selecting, processing,
and abstracting are complementary to each other. I can give you
examples of this, but will include only a few here. It is most _-);. -tant
that the abstractors and indexers be included on whvt is happenth, .n

the other areas.
In acquisitioning, it is important to know what is in RIE and what

materials are needed. Consider for example, the Joint Council for
Economic Education publication's "Economic Education Experiences of
Enterprising Teachers." First of all, we need to know that these documents
have all beenput into RIE. In the processing of the documents, if we
receive more than one it is helpful to number them consecutively so
they will be logistically close for users. Abstractors need to he alerted
that other documents have been put in and refer back so as not to repeat
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unnecessary background information and to coordinate terms. A series-
should be entered as such when possible. The first abstract should
give necessary background information and refer readers back to that
abstract. My point is that note of the processes can be done in isolation
in processing information.

3. b. What, if any, subsystems or supplementary systems do you think would
be helpful to practitioners interested in product, program, and practice
information? A helpful supplementary system might be an index to report
new programs just getting started. It usually takes a while before
programs are able to produce reports or materials. An index to new
programs could be helpful. Short descriptions could include aims and
other helpful information.

May I suggest, again, that before you draw conclugions or try to act upon
various ideas and suggestions from clearinghouse responses to this letter
that you try to meet with a representative sample of people working in the
system such as clearinghouse representatives, various retrieval centers such
as RISE, and the ERIC Lexicographer.

I hope I have anuered your questions. If you have further questions, please
call or write.

SJM:ec

cc: James Davis

7

Sincerely,

4.

Sydney J. Meredith
Coordinator of Processing
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June 3, 1975

Dr. StO.ger:

RCS

We are not crazy here, just a little absent minded
once in a while.

Our Assistant Director had misfiled the original
copy of your letter, fintling it today when he was
looking for something else.

If we may assist you further, please let us know.

Sincerely,

. e

Fran Biederman
Administrative Assistant

fb

ERIC
Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills

7 1.



April 18, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
!Jefean, Virginia 221

7Iear Dr. Steiger:

am writing in reply to your letter of April 11r11 regarding ways in which
i:he ERIC system might improve ease of eccess rn nroduct and program in-
formation. I have given nuite a hit of rhougbt re this prohlem myself,
though I can't nay I've come up with any hrillinnt !fleas.

The ERIC svatem is denigned to nnwer neecirie. narrow nue':tion':
with education. 'Chore simply In no ,,av to nhorteer ,.i (7! system nivl

rapidl,, locate vast quatities of documents. everythinr In thc!

RIC sysrem coulri he categorized as dealing Ar!, either n product. a pro-
gram, or a practice. Aaarge number deal with two or even all three of'
these. We have no coding system which divides materials into these three
categories. The closest we get in this respect are our -Publication/
Document Types and Codes" which are machine senrchahle h-:t are extremely
new. (See page 178 of the ERIC Proceasinz Tanual).

At our Clearinghouse we make it a practice to attempt to index documents
with "form terms" whenever these are applicable. (These include suc
terms ad "Curriculum Guides," "Program Descriptions," "Study Cuides,"
and "Teaching Guides.") The only terms we assign in addition to form terms
and the now-mandatory educational leveling terms are subject terms r-hieh
describe what the document is about. These subject terms are assigree
by our staff on the basis of their perception of the subiect matter of each
individual document. The only restriction we make is that the indnxirg
terme adequately describe the document.

Some of the descriptors which we might use to describe "products' include:
TEXTBOOKS, CLASSROOM MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, HANDWRITING
MATERIALS, LARGE TYPE MATERIALS, PROGRAM MATERIALS, READING MATERIALF,
RESOURCE MATERIALS, STUDENT DEVELAPED MATERIALS, SUPPLEMENTARY READ-1Tc:
MATERIALS, TEACHER DEVELOPED MATERIALS, ATTnIOVISI.VAL AIDS, AUTOINSTIITTCTIomAL
AIDS, INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS, LANGUAGE AIDS, VISUAL AIDS, mANITALS, BorwS,
MULTICULTURAL TEXTBOOKS, SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS, HIGH INTEREST LOT1 VO-
CABULARY BOOKS, WORDLISTS, FILMSIINSTRUCTIONAL FILMS, FILMSTRIPS, MAGNETIC
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TAPE CASETTES, TAPE RECORDINGS, VIDEO TAPE RECORDINGS, PHONOGRAPH FY:LORDS,
SINGLE CONCrPT T/LMS, SOUND F/LMS, LITERATURE GUIDES, AND STUDY GUIDES.
To describe "programs" we might use CURRICULUM GUIDES, TEACH/NG GUIDES,

STATE CURRICULUM GUIDES, or any of the La descriptors deal-
ing with "PROGRAMS" The descriptors we would probably use most frequently
in describing "prac_ices" are TEACHING METHIDDS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES.
am a member of the ERIC Thesaurus Review Group and have suggeuted a aumber
of new terms for the Thesaurus. However, I cannot recall programs, or
practices.

The only guidelings I can offer you on our abstracting are contained in the
ERIC processing manual. As for suggestions to help practitioners decide
"which products, programs, and practices to pursue further," it seems that
what you are asking for is a system whereby exceptional documents in any
given area might be flagged for users of the ERIC system. I think that
this is a very difficult matter to accomplish. The only system which would
be valuable would be an open system in which all users and all abstracters
woUld be aware of the evaluation procedures and the grading system. Any
such system would imply government approval and support for the activities
of certain educators and, by implication, disapproval of the activities of
other educators. There are obviously difficulties with any such system.

The only subsystem I am aware of which would interest You is the "Pubtype"
code which I mentioned earlier.

Best wishes on your study. I would be happy to discuss it further with you
at your convenience. Yours is a most difficult undertaking.

Sincerely,

Daniel J. Dieterich
Assistant Director, ERIC/RCS

DJD/ma

Enclosure: Publication/Document Types and Codes
(Revised February 1975)
ERIC Processing Manual
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A Audlo 7iJual/Nonprint Media; Audiovisual Aids; Films; Tape Recording-,;
Phonotape Recordings; Computer Programs; etc.

Books; Monographs; Textbooks; Programmed Texts; etc. (not otherwise
classifiable)

Curriculum Guides; Curriculum Materials; Teacher-Developed Materials;
Laboratory Manuals

D Oirectories; Membership Lists; Table of Organization; Reference Works
Dealing with Organizations/Institutions; etc.

G Guides; Teaching Guides; Resource Guides; Study Guides; Administrative
Guides; Leaders Guides; Manuals; Training Manuals

H Leislation, Legislative Hearings, Legislative Reports, Congressional
Documents. (Include both Federal and State levels; include National
Comissions). Court Cases and Decisions (all levels).

Journal Articles; Serials;.Periodicals; Bulletins; Newsletters;
Newspapers; etc.

Program/Project Descriptions; Implementation Efforts

Bibliographies; Annotated Bibliographies; Book Catalogf); Abstracts;
Literature Reviews; Literature Searches/Guides; Book Lists; Book
Reviews; Library Guides; Indexes (Locators); State-of-the-Art Reviews

Maps; Atlases; Gazetteers

N Numerical and Statistical Tables; Quantitative Data and Analyses

.0ther

Proceedings; Conference Reoords/Minutes (entire)

Q Questionnaires; Tests; Measurement Devices; Evaluation Devices

R Research Reports; Technical Reports; Studies

Speeches; Conference Reports; "Papers presented at...m, Verbal
Presentations; etc., (not otherwise classifiable)

Theses; Dissertations

V Dictionaries; Vocabularies; Glosaries; Thesauri

Annual Reports; Yearbooks

FIGURE 5-6
PUSLICAIION/DOCUMENT TYPLS i,ND COPES

7 1 reH.uar, i975
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ERIC

April 18, 1975

Dr. JoAAn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

RCS

I am writing in reply to your letter of April llth regarding ways in which
the ERIC system might improve ease of access to product and program in-
formation. I have given quite a bit of thought to this problem myself,
though I can't say I've come up with any brilliant ideas.

The ERIC :stem is designed to answer specific, narrow questions dealing
with education. There simply is no way to shortcut the system and
rapidly locate vast quatities of documents. Nearly everything in the
ERIC system could be categorized as dealing with either a product, a pro-
gram, or a practice. A large number deal with two or even all three of
theSe. We have no coding system which divides materials into these three
categories. The closest we get in this respect are our "Publication/
Document Types and Codes" which are machine searchable but are extremely
new. (See page 178 of the ERIC Processing Manual.)

At our Clearinghouse we make it a practice to attempt to index documents
with "form terms" whenever these are applicable. (These include such
terms as "Curriculum Guides," "Program Descriptions," "Study Guides,"
and "Teaching Guides.") The only terms we assign in addition to form terms
and Lhe now-mandatory educational leveling terms are subject terms which
describe what the document is about. These subject terms are assirned
by our staff on the basis of their perception of the subject matter of each
individual document. The only restriction we make is that the indexing
terms adequately describe the document.

Some of the descriptors which we might use to describe "products" include:
TEXTBOOKS, CLASSROOM MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, HANDWRITING
MATERIALS, LARGE TYPE MATERIALS, PROGRAM MATERIALS, READING MATERIALS,
RESOURCE MATERIALS, STUDENT DEVELOPED MATERIALS, SUPPLEMENTARY READING
MATERIALS, TEACHER DEVELOPED MATERIALS, AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, AUTOINSTRUCTIONAL
AIDS, INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS, LANGUAGE AIDS, VISUAL AIDS, MANUALS, BOOKS,
MULTICULTURAL TEXTBOOKS, SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS, HIGH INTEREST LOW VO-
CABULARY BOOKS, WORDLISTS, FILMS,INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS, FILMSTRIPS, MAGNETIC

7 3
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TAPE CASETTES, TAPE RECORDINGS, VIDEO TAPE RECORDINGS, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS,
SINGLE CONCEPT FILMS, SOUND FILMS, LITERATURE GUIDES, AND STUDY GUIDES.
To des6ribe "programs" we might use CURRICULUM GUIDES, TEACHING GUIDES,
A1JI3E-t*HOE*1-, STATE CURRICULUM GUIDES, or any of the 132 descriptors deal-
ing with "PROGRAMS". The descriptors we would probably use most frequently
in describing "practices" are TEACHING METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES. I

am a member of the ERIC Thesaurus Review Group and have suggested a number
of new terms for the Thesaurus. However, I cannot recall programs, or
practices.

The only guidelines I can offer you on oi abstracting are contained in the
ERIC processing manual. As for suggestions to help practitioners decide
"which products, programs, and practices to pursue further," it seems that
what you are asking for is a system whereby exceptional documents in any
given area might be flagged for users of the ERIC system. I think that
this is a very difficult matter to accomplish. The only system which would
be valuable would be an open system in which all users and all abstracters
wovld be aware of the evaluation procedures and the grading system. Any
such system would imply government approval and support for the activities
of certain educators and, by implication, disapproval of the activities of
other educators. There are obviously difficulties with any such system.

The only subsystem I am aware of which would interest you is the "Pubtype"
code which I mentioned earlier.

Best wishes on your study. I would be happy to discuss it further with you
at your convenience. Yours is a most difficult undertaking.

Sincerely,

Daniel J. Dieterich
rtt+

Assistant Director, ERIC/RCS

DJD/ma
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FI.,
Counseling and Personnel Services Information Center
The School of Education, The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

April 24, 1975

ERIC
Telephone: (313) 764-9492

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, VA 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

In response to your letter of April llth, we submit the following information
which we hope will be of use to you in your current project.

1 Descriptors
(a) Used to designate instructional products-- CAPS does not input

products per se. Papers written about products bear a term desig-
nating the type of product under discussion. e.g. Films,Audio-
visual Aids; Video Tape Recordings; Instructional Materials;
Resource Materials

(b) Used to designate instructional programs and practices---
CAPS does input many documents which fall into this category.
We characterize them with descriptor terms such as: Educational
Programs; Counseling Programs; Guidance Programs; Computer Oriented
Programs; Individualized Programs; Program Descriptions; Counseling
Instructional Programs; Consultation Programs; Human Relations
Programs; Outreach Programs; Rehabilitation Programs; Youth Programs;
Program Guides; Program DevelopmTnt

(c) Additional descriptors-- Users might locate information under
such terms as: Methods (Educational, Evaluation); Systems Approach;
Research Methodology; Caseworker Approach; Field Instruction

(d) Exemplary programs--- Although these terms are not in the system,
we might consider their input: Evaluated Programs; Field Tested
Programs

NOTE: We would like to see the development of a specific list of terms,
similar to the leveling list, whereby each document would have a term
which described the type of document it is, to enable users to locate
only those types in which they are genuinely interested. CAPS
currently uses the following terms: Research Projects; Program
Descriptions; Literature Reviews; State of the Art Reviews; Program
Evaluation; Resource Materials; Bibliographies; Curriculum Guides;
Manuals; etc.

2. Abstract
(a) Apstract guidelines for progran and practices are, of necessity,

limited by the authorized 200-word limiation. CAPS attempts to
be as informative as possible, presenting information on why and for

. whom the program or practice was developed, how it was implemented,
and the resultant.oatcomes. Our descriptive field also covers the 7 9



document type, population involved and schoo1 level (if applicable).
(SEE ENCLOSED SAMPLES)

(b) Abstract improvement-- While we must avoid subjective judgements
in our abstracting, we should be encouraged to indicate the scope
of the target group ( limited, number of subjects, extensive)
and of the evaluation to help the user determine if, in fact, the
program or practice has been adequately researched. Limitations
of the research should be clearly delineated.

(c) (See ld)

3. Sybsystems
(a) CAPS believes strongly in tJe use of Identifiers as a means of

helping the user to locate specific programs and techniques, plus
information concerning such programs and techniques. We use Identi-
fiers to denote information on such programs as: Job Corps;
Project TALENT; Neighborhood Youth Corps, etc.

(b) Additional Sybsystems-- The more extensive use of Identifiers is
currently being encouraged by Central ERIC. CAPS feels that
their greater use will be of invaluable assistance to ERIC users

We trust these suggestions and memos on CAPS way of inputting materials
will be of assistance to you. If we can help you further, pleas.-: feel
free to write us.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Carol K. Jaslow
Abstracting and Indexing Editor
ERIC/CAPS
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Northern Illinois University
IIIInoit-; 60115

I. RIO Cl ;If Lloc;ilion
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i.);;

May 28, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Stei:wr
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

As you requested, the staff of ERIC/CICE have studied your questions which
relate to your ;.,:search project on how ERIC might be improved to ease access
to product and program information. The following information is submitted
to help you in drafting recommendations:

1. Descriptors
a. What descriptors do you use to desigulte instructional preducts?

Curriculum Guides
State Curri.culum Guides
Resource Guides
Study Guido:
Teaching Guides
Leaders Guides
Manuals
Textbooks
Instructional Materials
Classroom Materials
Instructional Aides
Autoinstructional Aides
Programed Materials
Programed Texts
Student Developed Materials
Teacher Developed Materials
Workbooks
Worksheets
Games
,Classroom Games
Educational Games
Simulation

b. What descripLors (L you use to designate instructional programs
and practices?

Program Descriptions
Instructional Programs
Ednc:itional Programs
Adult Education Programs
Field Experience Programs
institutes (Training Programs)
internship Programs
Teacning Programs
Work. Experience Programs

8 3



-2-

Cooperative Education
Teaching Methods (and Narrower Terms)
Teaching Techniques

c. What additional descriptors, if any, would help system users
retrieve product information? Program and practice information?

This category may present problems to users because many descrip-
tors are used for documents which are programs and practices
and also for documents which are about programs and practices.

d. What additional descriptors, if any, would help system users
retrieve information about exemplary products or prop:ams, par-
ticularly those for which field testing or evaluation data are
available?

We badly need Field Testing as a descriptor, we are at present
using it as an identifier. We can, and do use

Program Evaldation
Demonstration Programs
Demonstration Projects
Pilot Projects

We probably need Exemplary Programs as a descriptor.

It is very difficult to answer this question because we do not
know what the user wants to retrieve. We receive no feed back
from users and so have no idea whether we are meeting their
needs thus it is impossible to say much about new descriptors
which would help us serve the user better when we don't know how
or even if, we are serving him now.

2. Abstracts
a. What guidelines do you follow in writing abstracts of instruc-

tional products? Of programs and practices?

For instructional products such as curriculum guides, we include
reference to grade level, subject level, orientation (e.g. subject,
concept, or objective) level of detaii (e.g. is it very specific
or general, to be built on by the teacher) and forma: (e.g.
description of a typical lesson plan).

For instructional materials we attempt to describe what is offered,
although in some cases the variety of materials offered makes it
impossible to do more than generalize. For program descriptions
we should describe the program, where it is carried out if rele-
vant, who it is aimed for (e.g. grade level, educational level,
etc.) and include any internal or external evaluation made of
the program and its accomplishmen:s.

8,1
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b. In what ways could the abstracts be improved to help a practitioner
decide which products, programs and practices to pursue further?

The abstractors are charged with describing the document on hand.
We do not know what the practitioner wants, so it is difficult
for us to say how our abstracts could help him better.

c. What additional information about exemplary products or programs,
particularly those for which field test or evaluation data are
available, should be included in the abstract?

If the abstractor feels that additional information should be
included in an abstract '.i_hen he/she should write a better abstract.
An abstract is supposed to provide complete -overage of the docu-
ment, although within our 200 word limit the coverage some-
times has to be general rather than letailed.

As for question 3, my sraff and I do not have any reactions to it. We look
forward to receiving your draft for further comment.

Sincerely,

John A. Niemi,
Associate Director

JAN:dmz
cc: David V. Tiedeman



The ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources

Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching

School of Education, Stanford University, Stanford, California

Specializing in Mate Is and Strategies for Learning

May 29, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Rd.
McLean, Va. 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger,

As the ERIC Cleariaghouse cn
as a subject-based clearinc!,h-ase
we have had experien:a in cudduet
bases, and, in our capac'ty as Lho
we have developed som

94305 (411,-) 497-3345

-illation Resources, we are not as likely
-2ive instructional .oducts. However,
mputEr searches oi the ERIC data

.arihouse on media and technology,
ocatir iuscructional media and materials.

We feel that: the ERIC data base i' i now constituted would need some
revision t,.) allow tc be useful in retrie-ling instructional materials. Some
sort of file ,)artitfon, perhaps s.tmilar to AIM/ATM, would be needed, so that
Jaluable would v.ot bn 1-,st in scnrching throu2J, thousands of items that were
not relevant the r,earch reqta:st. The system should be compatible with
ER j. and be pres2nt'2d her as a b-section of RIE or as a companion volume.
It s .uld be coml.uer .earchers and coold have the capability to oiTier
quantity discoant for order, over a :,iven volumc. It is unlikely that
the micr fiche format would be useful for this materi: as th schools would
need rhe hardcopy c Tri foc stuient R. Perhaps it wot be to have
microfi de availablr for a low-cos:: "firs:: look" at the pr. and 'hen the
capabil cy to of±er offset mastt-rs er camera ready copy from the system.

In acdition, vi EltIC data e ar tr, present time loes nt.);.. include

nc -print mater. -zevisiet, di the indeing system wouLd be :.ecessary in order
cetrieve non-prf.nt mat-erials 'sired by searcher. Mat i.,, a school

that had a dial oct-?.ss _etri.eval syst m co distribute audio7ial materinls
from a central source would have a :Ise for a v.-We variety of media, bu'. hooi
with only sound filmstrip projactors uid b.ve tittle or nn use for rm.dia .n

other forms. At the present. tir is io way for the ERIC system to
identify specific forias of mer:le. The descripto.- cield is already used
to desinate the coLent of tfte ocuerif: ar.zi :Ls uc to f.dentify form or
medium would only ccnuse the s-zrcher. The publicatn type field has onit,r
one alpha charactc,: (A) to iderxity rivisua: materials. This would not
specific enough to limit materi:1 to tt, types of media desired.

Some of the Educational ILformation Centers have been using the -TRIC
system as a ba0:; for indoxing their in-house collections of instructional
materials, such as LAPS and UNIPACS. They should be queried so that the
system would dave the benefit of their experience.
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There are already 5owe computerized sy ems viLL, control audiovisual
,c..q,:-ams. The most wioely know is the NICEM system. It is operated out of the

,rsity ::(T Southern California and prepares printed indexes to various
media.using a computerized data base as a source. Some investigation into their

system might pi:Ave fruitful. It may be that on-line access to the NICEM data base
would be a cu. effective way to provide the access to media educators need.

Valuable information could also be gained by contacting the American Associati
of School Librarians, a division of the American Library Association, 50 East
Huron, Chicago, This professional group is the most active in the area
of library/media programs and could be an effective part of the development
of a program of access to instructional products, programs, and practices.

Attached s a response to the 3pecific questions asked in your letter.
We wold be happy to participate in any way possible in this proposed
system. Please feel free to contact us as you feel necessary.

Sincerely,

CL, p ; ;IL (1

411dith Yarborough')
Assistant Director



A. Desc::ptors used to designate instructional products

Educational Programs

Curriculum Guides

Computer Programs

Textbooks

History Textbooks

Programed Texts

Study Guides

Teaching Guides

Instructional Programs

Teaching Programs

Multicultural Textbooks

Supplementary Textbooks

Instructional Materials

Instructional Media

B. Descriptors used to (1-signatc instructional programs and practices

Educational Programs

Instructional Programs

Program Descriptions

Program Evaluation

Teaching Procedures

Educational Strategies

Teaching Techniques

Teaching Methods

Teaching Models

Effective Teaching

C&D. Additional Descriptors

Additional d'2.scriptors may not serve the purpose intended OP Lhey ,741l be

mixed wiLh content descriptors. It would then be ;_mpossiL.:A- tc s, L bcok

about preparing instructional materials from the instructictn1

themselves. Some new field is needed which would °be ,iesignation.

of the form of media of the document or .(-72:7;:t5

2. Abstracts

A. Guidelines for abstracts of insLrc;i- -s--The Clearinghouse

has no established guidelines for abstting oner than those that are

set forth in the ERIC Processing m.:Inual.

B. .'i,stracts of instrucional programs, practices, and products cot d be

improved if there were a special section added to the ERIC Processing Manual which

specified mater.J, to be covered an fo-mat to a use,i.

The extent ot validations, field tests, and evait'., ata available for the

v:ogram could aL, be noted in the abstract. The f'sadvantage 3 this practice,

if it is not supplemented by some field that contains the information in a

machine readable form, is that the searcher could not limit the ,utput of a

computer search to on,; those programs, practices, and products whrieJ have

reached a given level of ev."Iation/revision.



3. As mentioned in the accompanying letter there presently exists, in some

form, several attempts to control the reservoir of instructional materials.

These include NICEM, in-house programs at Educa!:ional Information Centers,

and the Instructional Systems Clearinghouse (frrmerly TAP) as well as the

Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE).

NICEM

University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, Calif. 90007

Educational Product-- Tnformation Exchange Institute
463 West St.
New York, N.Y. 10014

Instru,:tional Systcms Clearinhouse. Inc.
337 Winegar St.
Monmouth, Ore. 97361

JY:vp

8c.J



The ERIC Clearinghouse on iandicapped and Gifted C.,ildren

May 29, 1975

Dear Dr. Steiger,

We :we glad to hear of increasing concern about using the ERIC system to
improve access to instructional materials. It is an area that cur Clearingh,-
has an interest in and has considered developing. At the present time, however,
we do not enter products, by you: definition, into the system. We limit our
acquisitions to professional materials and do not include the infinite number of
instructional materials now on the market.

Carl Oldsen, previously the Assistant Director ol Information Center,
and now at the National Center on Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped,
chair,.d a committee which developed and published an Instructional Materials Thesaurus
for Special Education. This was developed with eventual correlation with the ERIC
thesaurus in mind though all the included terms are not ERIC descriptors, The
thesaurus has been included in the El",C system (ED 11492) and can be obt4Ened from

A might also be interested in contacting Mr. Oldsen. He would be able to
expla, i.0 o u the criteria used to select terms and the i!-ocess used to develop the
iiiesaurus. The thesaurus contains an alphabetical section (which includes a definition
for each term), a rotated arrangement, a categorical arrangement, and instructions for
indexing instruelioaal materials. Mr. Oldsen's address is as follows:

Carl F. Oldsen
National Center on Educational Media and Materials

for the Handicapped
220 West 12th Ave.
Columbus, Ohio, 43210
(614) 422-7596

:-inee we ii ra&.! md ndex instructional materiais only in a peripheral way, i.e.
,=t-ien they are ci.:::,155;Jc1 in a professional document. '\e hove not fotHid a need for a delaile
bre:J;(1ov, ii of tern,,,. The tollowing are - 2levant deseripors in our 'Thesaurus for

.iitional Child Education'', a subset of 0,- ERIC 1,11,

Instructional Materials
Instructional Media
lnstructional NI:aerials Cet ter:
;',udievisual Aids
hducAtional "1 echnology

rkbooks
Type :\iaterials

M.,w)ulative Niaterials

9 0

Programed Ma..2rials
Student Developed Ma terials
Mati.Hal Development
Tactile Adaptation
Media Technology

eacning Methods
Program Descriptions

Teacher Developed Mat c,ri

Attihated with the CLC Inform tioti 4 cruet
THE COUNCIL FOR LXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
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Because we do not auf !tact instructional materials we do not have any specific
abstracting policies for them, When abstracting documents about instructional materials
we follow the policies outlined in the ERIC Processing Manual.

If ERIC does get involved in the instructions., materials area the most valuable
informat:on (and also the thorniest) to be included in an istract would surely be
evaluhtive information such as the results of field testing and outside review evaluations.

Regarding program and practice, we are ahstracting considerably more of the
teacher oriented types of documents but have so far found the preset ERIC descriptors
quite adequate.

I hope this InformatUm is of some hblp to you. It's good to see ERIC more concerned
with the nyeils of educational p ,ictitioners.

Sincerely,

Dorothy I3loch
Caordinator ot' Information Services



ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON URBAN EDUCATION
TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Response to Questionnaire on /Loess to Instructional Producrs,
Programs, and Practices

1 Descriptors

a) Descriptors which may be used to designate instructional products :

Instructional Materials
Classroom Materials
Workbcoks
Manuals
Reading Materials
Educationa I Games
Curriculum Guides
Teaching Guid.2s
State Curriculum Guides
Instruci ional Aides
Worksheets
Student Deve loped Materials

Teacher Developed Materials
Visual Aids
Toys

Talking Books
Supplementary Textbooks
-Jcierce Mate' ials
Orientation Materials
Programmed Materials
Textbooks
Multi-cultural Textbooks
Prognmmed Texts
History Textbooks

b) Descriptors which may be used to designate instr :tional programs
and practices :

Instructional Programs
Compnsatory Education
Teac.)g Pcoceduies
TeuchIng Techniques
Teazhing Methods
ieaching Styles
Student Cs:liral Curriculum
After School Programs
Program Content
Course Content
Auto-instrucvional Methods

p, 3: arils

Conventiona I Instruction
Groip Instruction
individual Instruction
Individualized Instruction
Mu hi-media Instruction
Programmed Instruction
Remedial Instruction
Teum Teaching
Sequential Programs
uiagnostic Tc:aching
SrrIr:II Group Instruction

Classroon-i Techniqi.c,

92



2.

Note: The descriptors listed in (a) and (b) above are of course used in

conlunction ./vith other descriptors to fully describe a given document. For example,

"Grade 4" and "Textbook Evaluation" would be added to "Reading Mater Hls"

J. scribe a document which deals with the evaluation of reading texts for Grade 4.

Anothet example would be adding "Dropout Prevention" and .erto Ricans" to

"After School Programs" to describe a document which deals with using after school

programs to reduce Puerto Rican students from dropping ow of ,,chool.

c) Additional suggestrd descriptors for instructional products, programs,
and practices :

The Urban Education Clearinghouse staff feels that there are sufficient

descriptors in the current ERIC Thesaurus to desuibe documents which

are or deal with instructional products, practices and programs. In

adOil ion, the machine retrievable "publication type" field should help

in identifying par cular publications of inte ir educational

practitioners.

Additiou1 su.:ige:ted descriptors For exemplary prAucts and programs :

The terms ' Lxemplary Products" and "Exemplary Programs mi9ht be

tha ERIC Thesaurus. ccope notes would have to -ccompany them,

-)wever, :,i-ating that the products or programs were d,:?rned "exemplary"

by some outsidc evaluation, ond were not cica I so by the ERIC system.

Crent care would hove to bc ''xercised by the indexors in as-signing *'se

erms to particuiar documents. Many p':ogmms have met some succ.less,

but not aH would be "exemplary".

0



3.

2. Abstracts

Guide I ines:

The abstracting staff of Th. Urban Education Cleari; -Jhouse follows the

guidelines found in The ERIC Processing Manual. Instructional products

and descriptions of programs and pre, ,ces usually require an indicativu

abstract; that is, an abstract written from the viewpoint of an informal

but impartial reader and which reports on what is dkcussed or included

in the document, the manner in which the information is presented, and,

if necessary, to whom the document is addressed. Abstracts are

attached.

b) Improvement:

Ideally, a reading rrC the entire entry for a given document (title, euthor(s),

institutional sourc, ), descriptors, identifiers, notes, abstract) gives one

a good idea or ,,hat the document is about and whether one wants to

further purst.w the materid!. Carefully writtc,1 abstracts which fully and

objectively de :ibe a product, rro gram, or practice as presentec in the

b,ar documents at hand shoui,i be helpful to practitioners.

Lxurnpiary products, programs, pracrce., :

Any major points of inFom.ition cor ;ined n a document should, of course,

be reflected in the cb;H:c 10 :!.),...ument contains results of field testing

or eva !hese ojd ke entioned in the abstro.

3. Subsysturns

a) The "pubcation type': Mid which is ri I led in for all ERIC documents is

type or "subsyster " am, as meni.oned above, should be helpful to
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educational practiHoners in identifying particular materials.

b) Recently grade level descriptors were standardized and made mandatory

for all appropriatc documents. Perhaps a small group of stindardized

descriptors should be decided upon for all appropriate documents which

are or deal with instructional products, programs, and practices. For

example, all instructional prod-cts, whether a textbook or a toy, wouid

be given the descriptor "Instructional Materials". (It might also be given

a more specific term, if necessary, such as "History Textbooks"). This

would provide an additional iden 'FicaHon tag for these particular documents.

A separate directory for exemplary products, programs and practices

perhaps should be created with citation and abstract formats specially

desigr 2c1 for these particular documents.

Prepared by :

jean Barabas
Assistant Director

Rnia Jayatilleke
Processing Coordinator.
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ERICERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON TESTS, MEASUREMENT, & EVALUATION
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08'

May 29, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare

National Institute of Education
Washington, D.C. 20208

Dear Dr. Steiger:

The Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation rarely processes
instructional products for announcement in Resources in Education (RIE)
due to the nature of our scope of interest. However, there are a few
comments we would like to make about ways of handling instructional
products and program information.

1. DESCRIPTORS
a. Generally we would use INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS as a descriptor

for instructional products. Whenever possible a more specific
descriptor would be used such as TALKING BOOKS, EDUCATIONAL
GAMES or FLES MATERIALS, etc.

b. To designate instructional programs we would use the descriptor,
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS; for instructional practices, the des-
criptors, TEACHING METHODS or TEACHING PROCEDURES.

c. Descriptors to cover document types i.e. INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS (DOCUMENT TYPE) or TEACHING PROCEDURES (DOCUMENT
TYPE) -- would be useful. In this way the user could retrieve
only those documents that are instructional programs or
teaching procedures a3 opposed to those which describe or
discuss them. For the user who seeks information on a specific
program or procedure, the use of an identifier is essential.
Thus a user interested in the ABC Reading Program could retrieve
all information on the program using the title. In order to
effectively retrieve information in this manner, there must be
mandatory use of iaentifiers on documents of this type and
standardization in the use of titles for programs and products.
The Labs and Centers who produce materials should be encouraged
to be consistent in the use of product names in their reports.

d. Certainly a descripcor, EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS or VALIDATED PROGRAMS
would help. Through coordinate indexing documents could be
retrieved which are exemplary or validated instructional programs
(see 1-c above) or which describe such programs.

9 8
TELEPHONE; 609-921-9000
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2. ABSTRACTS
a. To abstract an instructional product we would follow the basic

guidelines for abstracting established in the ERIC Operating
Manual. Frequently, ERIC/TM abstracts a test. The guidelines
we have established for handling tests are attached.

b. Practitioner oriented abstracts should include information
concerning the target population (i.e. high school students who
read on a third to sixth grade level); the need for expensive
or readily available equipment; the qualifications of instruc
tional staff needed to carry out the program effectively; the
model or philosophy upon which the materials are based (i.e.
Piagetian Model); and the availability of information concerning
the validity and effectiveness of the materials.

c. The abstract for exemplary programs should identify the
context in which the program was judged to be exemplary. For
example, it is one thing to know that a reading program is
judged exemplary based on its Us ?. in wealthy suburban schools,
as opposed to inner city schools. It is important to know the
number of subjects participating in the evaluation. Whether
the evaluation was done by the product developer or an unbiased
party is also useful.

3. SUBSYSTEMS
a No

EVH:mlp
Enclosure

b. To best serve ,:he neeJs of practitioners it might be desirable
to have a separate brahch of ERIC for instructional materials.
It could operate much the same way as CIJE. The vocabulary
would be the same but the cataloging is geared specifically to
instructional materials. I think to overload an abstract may
not be effective or efficient. Perhaps cataloging essential

items such as personnel requirements, student characteristics,
type of equipment needed, amount of time involved, would be
more effective.

9 9

SAcerely,

1-4

E eanor V. Horne
Assistant Director



Memorandum for: ERIC/TM Staff

Subject: Abstracts of Tests Date: October 13, 1970

From: R.O. Fortna

From time to time our Clearinghouse will be processing tests
and documents which contain tests for RIE. While the abstracting of
tests must be standard, resumes for the two groups will be handled some-
what differently.

Group A - Tests without a supporting document

These tests will be handled as a single document and
will require only one ?sesur7e Form. In the case of
published, standardized tests we will most often be
handling them as Level III docume however, there
will be cases where the author or 'isher will permit
us to put the test in at Level I or

Group B - Tests with a suePorting_ document

In all cases where documents contain tests they must
be assigned consecutive T1 nmbers; therefore, as
documents are received and accessioned they must be
checked for inclusion of tests.

Documents which contain tests will be handled as two
separate papers and wiii require two resume forms. One
resume will be prepared for the document and the abstract
will indicate only that a test is included. In all cases,
the document and test will be entered at the level indicated
by the author--most times as Level I we hope. A second
resume will be prepared for the test itself and it will
always be entered at Level III. An entry will be made in
the availability field listing the TM number of the document
which contains the test. Invariably this should be the
preceding TM number. Entering these tests at Level III will
accomplish two i.jor objectives. First, it will prevent
duplication of microfiche in ERIC and second, it will ensure
that a person interested in tji e. test will obtain all supporting
material by requiring him to obtain the document and test
tocjether.

Regardless of the level of input or the source (Group A or B)
it is imperative tUt we standardize eui abstracting of tests to ensure
consistency in terms of content and style. What follows is an adaptation

109



of the content of three systems in present use--Buros, Cronbach and

ETS Test Collection--which fits the requirements of the ERIC Report

Resume and covers essential points of information about a test. Lines

1-11 of the Report Resume will contain the following--Author, Title,

Publication Date, Publisher or Source, Availability and Pagination

while the abstract should be constructed using the outline below. Be

sure to include all information available on the test.

1. Purpose of the test, type, and group(s) for which interded.

a. Purpose
b. Forms and levels

c. Grades or ages

d. Classification (Aptitude, sales status, etc.)

e. Individual or group

f. Verbal or nonverbal

g. Item type(s)

h. Response mode

2. Administration
a. special equipment (props, tape recorders, etc.)

b. Qualifications to administer

c. Time limits

3. Scoring
a. Method (hand, machine, etc.)

b. Subscores

4. Interpretation
a. Manuals
b. Supporting materials

c. Norms (type)

5. Standardization
a. Reliability
b. Validity

Descriptors for tests should always include Tests as a major term

and the remaining terms should be used to supplement the information in

the dbstract. For example, an Algebra Test might be cataloged using the

folloiinj dnscriptors: Achievement Tests, Algebra, Grade 9, Group Tests,

Multiple Choice Tests, Tests.

A sample of a completed test resume is attached.
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Career
Education
Curriculum
Laboratory
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY / Johnston Building / 415 N. Monroe Street / Tallahassee, Florida 32301 / 904.644.3066

September 2, 1975

Imm Jo Ann H. Stem,,,er

Steiger, Fink and Smith. Inc.

6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Or. Steiger:

Your memo of July 30. 1975 arrived in my office on August 13; I am unable
to meet your August IS deadline for comments to be included in your final
report .

i was disappointed that the listing of telephone interviews did not include
anyone from North Carolina, South Carolina, FlorWa, Tennessee, Alabama, or
Taxas; these states have active dissemination pr ims and may have valuable
input.

Hopefully, your report will be available for discussion at the next FR1C
Data Base Users Conference this Fall. I look forwim-d to ..eceiving a copy.

Sincerely,

/
;

Robert F. Hmliock
hlformtion c;ervices Hivision

I: i)
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Northwest
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

August 14, 1975

/10 S.W Socend Avenue' Portland, Oregon 97204 Telephone (503) 248-0800

Dr. Jo Ann M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
Education Research and Development
6723 Towne Lane Read
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

have been asked by Dr. Larry Fish to respond to your NIE paper related
co the retrieval of information on educational products, programs and
practices from ERIC.

During a five-year period with the Northwest Regional Special Education
Instructional Materials Center, in Eugene, Oregon, and previous years'
experience in high school curriculum work, I had extensi're opportunities
to interact with teachers who were a!Aing the questions you are dealing
with. I. have several responses.

1. a) Have you had any interaction with the National Center for Edu-
cational Materials and Media for the Handicapped at Ohio State
University in Columbus on the coding/indexing of materials?
They've been charged with developing a good system; whether the
charge has been accomplished I haven't recently heard. They
can be reached at: 222 West 12th, Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 586-2400.

b) Have you had any communications with the people who developed
Zhe SelectEd, Inc. "Prescriptive Materials Retrieval System?"
Their developers have dealt with a number of your questions, and
they might just have some useful data for you. They can be
reached at Select Education, 152 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA
90405 (213) 392-3985.

c) How about EPIE? Have you been in touch with them? (Educational
Products Information Exchange, EPIE Institute, 453 West Street,
New York, N.Y. 10014 (212) 675-1163).

Page 17, SUBJECT: Might we not consider'both major and minor areas
of subject matter, in that many materials have several distinct uses,
such as games or simulations (which may teach both skills and con-
tent) or materials which might be thpughtof in their broad context,
such as (FCONoNICS) but also in their narrower sense, (CONSUMER
SFLAWING or HOUSEhoLD FINANCE). There is a need for the specific
as wAl as the eneral in retrieving instructional materials, par-
ticular;y if the Wit:1 base going to become a large one.
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3. Page 17, SUBJECT: ii discussing "objectives" we are going to run

smack into several types, suck as "long and short range objectives,"

"teacher or student objectives," or "class vs. individual objectives."

Will we need to expand or clarify?

Page 17, TARGET AUDIENCE: Has the term "proficiency level" yet been

standardized enough to bo used os a descriptor? And if not, is there

to ne a set of proficiencies against which abstractors may measure

the materials they are working with? (reading level and grade level

are two other such hazy, ill-defined words, and have driven those

who describe and classify instructional materials more than a little

mad. Let's not make proficiency level still a third!)

5. Page 17, FORMAT: The concept of medium may need expansion into

audiovisual format descriptors. Multi-media kits and other products

dealing with assorted materials and techniques demand of the user

a knowledge of appropriate projectors and other equipment for their

use. Will the user be able to ascertain from the abstract (or from

some other source) which equipment will be necessary to suzcessfully

utilize the product?

6. Page 17, EFFECTIVENESS: In using the term "outcomes," will the

guidelines differentiate for abstractors between outcomes and ob-

jectives? Definition may be needed.

7. Pages 19-23: These paragraphs are helpful expansions of page 17.

Will there be enough of this sort of expansion that each of the details

of page 17 is clarified?

8. Would there be justification for coding materials which are par-

ticularly appropriate for teaching to the cognitive or affective or

psychomotor domains? The humanistic education groups ask for these,

and the movement gets stronger daily.

I'm pleased to see that we are working on such a project. It hasn't

seemed possible for business interests to develop such a system, and

education certainly needs one. I hope there is a way by which two systems,

ERIC and ERIC MATERIALS, can be developed AND RELATED, so that we are not

hamstrung by problem,7 such as the incomplete prncess we must use now for

identifying ATM/ARM materials within the ERIC files. Particularly in the

area of effec:iveness of materials, we are go:':g to need to have ties

between ERIC and ERIC MATERIALS, in order to retrieve all the pertinent

research and reporting.

Good luck. Let me ',mow your next steps; I'd be happy to continue to

react or even to be involved in other steps in the process, if I could be

helpful to it.

Ch2ers,

'

M. ?Aaggie Rogers

MR:ly
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ChESS

Dr. JoAnn M n'eiger
East Coast lee

6/23 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Ih.ar Or. Steiger:

855 Btondway, Bouldvi, Coloi ode 80302

'Telephone (303) 492.8434

August 25, 1975

Since we have had such difti-ulty in getting together by telephone,
wi.i rospond to your letter or July iC1 in writing. 1 will pick up the
various concerts and recommendations pret'y much In the order in which they
appear in your paper.

1. Practitioner-Oriented Document
Two kinds of documents should be considered under this heading. First,

"how-to" materials oriented primarily to how to do things in the classroom.
The second kind would be curriculum materials, that is, actual mateLials for
use in the classroom.

With respect to "how-to" materials there would be two major sources--
documents that come in from the field and documents that are produced by the
clearinghouses. It is probably true that there are not very many documents
that come in from the field that would meet this need. To the extent that
such documents are available and of reasonably good quality, I am sure this
clearinghouse would put in all the documents that are available to it and I
expect the same would he true of most other clearinghouses. With respect
to the production of "how-to" documents I am sure you are familiar ith the
"information analysis" products that are a major activity of all the clear-
inghouses. The majority of information analysis products produced by this
clearinghouse would fall in to the "how-to" category and I think this is true
of m:.ny other clearinghouses. We have, for example, produced a series of
"tips" papers on the Leaching of pn.in.ular kinds of subjects and have also
produced a number of publicatio:., that -liggest additional resource materials.
We also published a series of 4 "Profi:es of Promise" whicL documented
creative classroom programs or 1.: ctic.-_. that had origiaated in schools
throughout the country.

2. Need for Curriculum Materials
The second kind of practitioner-oriented documents, and one which is a

major concern in your paper, consists of curriculum materials. You are, no
doubt, familtar with the history of the ERIC system and with the fact that
there was very little emphasis on curriculum materials at the beginning of
the system and substantial restrictions on the quantity of curriculum
material,s that could be eaiered into the system for quite a few years. This
is now changed and a greater number of curriculum materials have been put
into this syst(T1 wre recently. 1 think this is an approviate shift:

1 0 6



eiger -

August 25, l9r)

howL,ver, I still think that some limitation needs .( ) be put on the volume
curriculum materislslhe potential volume could overwhelm the system--
,nd that substantial weight should still be given to the needs of adminlstratots;
lnd curriculum plsnners, needs that are met only in part by curriculum
materials and require also a lot of other types of Input.

3. A SI:pat-ate :iystem for Curriculum Materials

As tong as access to curriculum materials within the existing system
is rea:,onably good--a matter dealt with helow--I can see no reason for
establishing a separate system for curriculum materials.

Rttrieval of b.:',.uments on Educational Products,2roLrams_ and Practic_es

I
don't_ think the situation is nearly as bad as indicated by your list

of hundreds of descriptors that might be used for this type of search. With

the joint use of several well chosen descriptorsparticularly including
subject area descriptors--it is not se difficult to zero in on the type of

document desired. The system could always be improved, of course, but
it seems to me that with an operating system such as ERIC, thi. s must he

slow and step-wise procedure such as is part of the continuitn, ,.-ocess

our operation. You mentioned particularly the possibility of ,1 ,aore

hierarchical system of descriptors. The system of "broader terms," "narrower
terms," and "related terms" provides a hierarchy of sorts, although on a

rather atomistic basis. To make the system more hiearchical than this would
require a vast undertaking. If done, I wou_d think this would have to be

a separate research undertaking that would proceed parallel to thc continued
operation of the system and might conceivably result in a drastic change
the system at some point in time. Meanwhile, however, the Thesaurus is not bud.

.. How to Find Evaluated Materials
Access to evaluations of curriculum materials would be ;v. extremely

useful
system
access

tool for educators. The problem of doing this through the ERIC
is that evaluations of materials are extremely scarce and while
to such evaluations might be useful, there is always the second question

of judging whether the evaluations are sound. I think that what is needed

is a lot of speeial work on evaluation of curriculum materials and special
publications which would help educators in this respect. I am dubious about
whether some special method of locating evaluated materials in the ERIC system
would pay off very much, primarily because of the scarcity of such evaluations.

6. Uniformity of Abstracts
fhe paper expresses a substantial concern for

abstracts of curriculum materials. Perhaps a more
lack of uniformity fa
descriptive set of guidelines

would he useful. However, I think the writing of such guidelines should be
preceeded by an effort on the part of CERIC to do a good bit of substantive
editing of these abstracts with a view to reducing the
and then on the basis of such editing and of confering
A useful set of guidelines that would bring about more
produced. With respect to the particular items to be
outlined oil pages 19-22 of the paper, I think most of

ssd maay are now beisg done. However, there would be
with some of the items under 3, "special attributes."

1 0 7
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or rationale npon wiiiH. HI materiAls are haffed" are usually not stated In
cnrriculum materiaL. They can be inferred by somoone who t., skilled In
.1(1AI NI: in, t ii .Als and who his sufficient time to ih' SUVA Ill liii ly:;h4.

Rut I ti' not think this I.; le.(sIble in the t'ANC of abstracting which must
be done in vry limited time. SimilJr comment wonld apply "to the role ot
the instructoim and "(he rot,. ol 'Ate learner." ihese roles might or might
not be specified In the materi:ils and it not specified, might rognire considerable
expertise and time lo infer. With r-f,.pect to Item "Costs and Prerequisites,"
the item on "required staff training" and perhaps some of the others would
requlre in many cases a considerable inferential leap on the part of an
ab:ftractor. Final'v, the full outline of Items suggested hero might push
(h, limitation,f beyond feasible limit.

..!;e_.1_yuhtylw.,C2dys

I think the institution of the existing pubtype code WAS All imnortant
step forward tor the system. However, there are a couple ot revisions that
I think would he useful In line with your oblective of making curriculum
materials more readily available. The distinction between "C" and "G" in
the present code Is very clear in my mind. "C" should refer to curriculum
materials, that is, things tor classroom use, whereas "G" refers to resource
materials h)r teachers, including teacher guides. I think this Is a clear
and useful distinction: however, to foilow it through, it would be necessary
to transfer "curriculum guides" from "C" to "G" and also as you suggest to
transfer textbooks and program texta from "B" to "C". I would not expect to
find, as you suggest, that curriculum materials would be formed under
0, or Q. Program and project descriptions would be searched under K and I
think this is an appropriated distinction from the codes for curriculum
naterials "C" and teaching resources "G".

8. A Coding System
I'm not sure I understand the suggestions on pages 10-12. It sounds

as though they are nresrihing a system of numbers to replace a system of
wlrds. If this is i correct interpretation, it seems LA.. me this would be
a backward step.

I would be happy to discuss our ideas OH these matters with you further.
In view of our difficulty arriving at a telephone connection, i thought you
would like Li have these comments in writing.

Best wisies with your project.

iM/cr

Del Trester
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Irving Morrissett
Director



MSA
NASE

AASA* National Academy for School Executives

August 19, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
Education Research and Development
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

In response to your recent correspondence relative to
improvement of the ERIC system, I have reviewed your manuscript
from the standpoint of interest of the practicing school adminis
trator. This is obviously because the American Association for
School Administrators serves practicing administrators around
the country and they comprise the bulk of our membership and
clientele.

Relative to the alternative strategies described in your paper,
I propose that for the long run the standardization of descriptors
alternative is the most feasible even though it would require
revision of descriptors already in the ERIC collection. I think
anything less than this would be essentially a rather small
tinkering with the descriptor system when probably a rather
dramatic change initiated in one swoop is what is necessary.

Beyond this recommendation relative to alternative strategies
identified in the paper, I might suggest that there be a more
viable role for state education agencies in the ERIC System.
Many smaller school districts do not have access to a university
or the ERIC system itself and it seems that state education agencies
could play a role here. They could assist in dissemination of what
is available to ERIC as well as facilitating access of school
district personnel to the system. An example is a system which
is currently operational in the State of Kansas wherein, on a
subscription basis, the state education agency provides a specified
number of searches to school districts in the state. In addition,
the state department provides a great deal of information to the
subscribing school districts of the nature of ERIC and what it
includes as well as appropriate information relative to descriptors
and access. It seems to me that such a role for state education
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Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
August 19, 1975
Page 2

agencies would be a way to increase the dissemination and use of

practice oriented documents to practitioners, both teachers and

administrators. The appropriate contact relative to the program

I have described in Kansas is Dr. Richard K. Herlig,

I might point out that in an era of accountability there is a great
deal of interest on the part of educational managers for practice
oriented documents relative to management systems. The harried

small world superintendent who is being hit over the head by state
legislature or by his school board relative to accountability has
a pressing need for "how-to-do-it" materials on various output

oriented management systems. Thus the same situation you described
relative to the field desire for instructional materials applies
to management practices and could also be treated, it seems
to me, through the application of standardization of the descriptors

approach to this component of ERIC.

I hope you find these comments useful. Thank you for soliciting our

input.

Regards,

oseph A. Sarthory
Associate Director

cc: Paul Salmon

JAS/em
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Ji II1111 Counseling and Personnel Services Information Center
The Schooi of Education, Tho University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

August 19, 1975

1 olopluun.

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, VA 22161

Dear Dr. Steiger:

We have reviewed your comments on the ERIC system sent to us late July, and are
pl ased to send along our opinions as requested.

CODING- ERIC/CAPS supports the concept of coding document types as
accurately as possible. We ourselves use some descriptor for
each document and article we index so as to help our users to
the utmost. It would be particularly useful to system users if
we would parallel thE list of leveling terms developed at one of
our recent technical meetings.
We do not see the need for a completely separate system of
coding--- ERIC contains a sufficient bank of legitimate terms
with which we can code documents and materials.

PUBTYPES- In line with a new and more accurate way of coding, we would
like to see a refinement of the Pubtypes now in use. We feel
they shnuld be refined so that one pubtype does not reflect
several diverse document types. Additional ones might be added
which would speak to evaluated programs and field-tested materials.

NN DESCRIPTORS- Barring the use of new Pubtype categories, we would support
the creation of a limited set of descriptors which would address
themselves to instructional materials, such as: Field Tested,

Validated, etc. (Some evaluative terms already exist in ERIC)

ABSTRACTS- Abstracts, particularly in the F,rea of materials and programs,
should include objective evaluative information if available in
the document-- negative as well as positive. If a program or set
of materials has been tested and found wanting with certain groups
or under tested conditions, that information should be available
to the user.

In regard to ycur request to use our Clearinghouse comments expressed in response
to your April letter, please feel free to do so in any way you deem appropriate.
P-ease make whatever use you wish of these comments as well. Thank you for your

interest in helping to refine the ERIC system.

Sincerely,

-

Carol K. Jaslow

Editor, ERIC/CAPS (for Dr. E. Benjamin, Assoc. Director, ERIC/CAPS)



ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON RURAL EDUCATION
AND SMAL L SCHOOLS

Box 3AP/Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
Telephone (505) 646-2673

August 20, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger,

exlco

z 000.s,

vivp Fts<`

Enclosud are some comments by our staff concerning your report on
curriculum material in ERIC. T thought they might be of interest

to you.

EDE/mt
Encl.
cc: De] Trester

Sincerely,

/
( C

Everett D.
Director,

112
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August 14, 1975

Present: Dr. Edington; Betty Rose; Nellie; Margarita; Amelita

Subject: Reactions to the Steiger Report

Dr. Edington stated that he was pleased that someone was conducting such an
investigation into the ERIC System and that they had canvassed two areas for
their suggestions to the solutions of the practitioner's use of the System.
lhe report is not final yet, we are to react to it before the suggestions are
sent any further.

E feels that the System was not designed for the practitioner, therefore
we need to take a look at our methods and possibly refinr them for the
practitioner.

BRDR feels that the report was compiled by someone who was not familiar enough
with the system to make adequate suggestions many of the suggestions were
only possible if the entire System underwent major policy changes.

Many of the suggestions as to the items to be incorporated into the abstracts
are already covered in our guidelines and we resent (one more time) being called
to task for the mistakes of others.

REACTIONS FROM THE GROUP:

Extent of problem 9 out of 10 practitioners cannot make a concise statement
of their problem before they make a search

The searcher is looking for materials that are not covered in the System because
1. Curriculum materials are copyrighted
2. Level III documents discouraged in System
3. Multi-media products not in system

It seems the author does not understand our system of cross-referencing.

Major objection to the BROAD Descriptors that are suggested for use in trying to
make a search draw out a narrow subject.

Suggest the answer to the problem of retrievability can be solved udth further
interchange between linker agencies and the Clearinghouses (as we are now doing--
workshops, etc.).

Dr. E noted that there were substantial variations in the descriptors submitted
by the 16 Clearinghouses canvassed this is good and our decentralized system
encourages this.

The recommendations made by the author seem to focus on the Elementary Secondary
Education field only our system covers many other levels of education and we
do not need to make changes that arc not relevant to all.

Major concern over the abstract sugwstions in that all of them are in the
guidelines now and should already be incorporated into abstracts.

We would like a complete Resume Form used for the examples of incorporation of
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suggestions made by the author concerning indexing and abstracting.

Two line example does not cover all of the bases mentior:d,nor the way they

would be implemented.

Suggestions made concerning Pub Type do not clarify the problem, they complicate

it such a Alpha-numeric system would be vast and there would be need for

further specificity in each numeric classification never ending on encompassing

the total problem.

on: Pub 4pe needs to appear in RH and a list of these Pub Types made accessible

to usels.

We do not want a separate system for instructional materials. Refined search

methods would be more practical.

We definitely need scope notes on new terms that were suggested by the Clearing-

houses, and feel there should be an evaluation of them.

In discussion of the Indicative and Informative Abstract, Dr. E feels that the

Informative Abstract, for his use, is much more helpful.

Margarita pointed out that the Librarians at her workshops were very upet

because, in many cases, were much better than the documents.
(<

Caro must be taken in reflecting the document in hand.

MC is going to mention in her presentations that an abstract is not to be used

for the purpose of referencing the document must be used.

V.e were very glad that we were given a chance to react to this paper; we feel

perhaps a person familiar with the ERIC guidelines and overall policy (a third

person) might be very valuable to the present team of researchers.

Ali notes only



Reactions to Steiger Report

Before processing solutions can be devised, there are some major

policy implications to be explored; among these are:

1. Is ERIC to become a one-stop resource?
This involves questions concerning:

a. high numbers of Level III documents

b. advertising of commercial items

2. Is ERIC to change from a coordinate indexing
system to an hierarchical system?

3. Are the abstracts to change from reflecting
the document to become editorial and judgemental?

If the above questions are answered in the positive, then a

further exploration of varieties of alternatives can be conducted,

most of which are not addressed in the report.

If we are to adapt within the, system we have (which I feel is

the more logical), then many solutions can be found within our

already existing guidelines. For example:

1. The present PUBTYPE could be cleaned up and made
more useful.

2. The present guidelines for abstracting and indexing
could be adherred to more strictly; the guidelines
address almost every point raised in the report.

3. Some arrangement could be devised whereby the present
PUBTYPE was reflected in RIE and on the fiche, with
instructions on use by manual and machine searchers.

Questions Concerning the "Problem"

What is the magnitude of the "problem"? Is it necessary to

onipletely overhaul the system to then find there are not that

many curriculum and practitioner oriented materials available?

Perhaps ERIC should not go it alone; there might ought to be some

encouragement to get practitioners to write so ERIC woLld have

something to input. ERIC/CHESS might have some though s on this,

since the Social Studies Consortium sponsored such a practitioner

project (nation wide) two years ago.

Concerns About the Report

The report and study could have been considerably strengthened

and made more useful if the work had been done by two or more people

rather than one. At least one or more of these persons should have
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been long-time users of ERIC to some dePth. It would have been

most useful to have both a computer searcher and a manual searcher

iriVolved. One person could have been a novice (like Steiger) to

rdise all sorts of blue-sky questions. The others would be aware

of the specific requests of a variety of users.

The repnrt strikes me as a blast at the clearinghouses. Since

most elements in the report are in the guidelines, then ev'ciently

there is system slip-up. Without losing the concept of decentrali-

zation, perhaps Central ERIC should exercise mcre directi(m on

specific compliance with the guidelines to the given clearinchouse

(Mr. Marron's letters were harsh, but Oey we also unfors ttn

I grow weary with always being brougt 0 taF:k for the malfeasance

of a few.

The point should be made that practitioner prepared materials

are usually the most slipshod we receive. Much of the information

Steiger wants does not appear in the document. She seems to

assume a perfectly 1,:ritten item .liesigned to fit our guidelines.

,Rather, we must constantly adjust our guidelines to fit the document

'in hand.

The need for such a report concerns me. There appears to be

a void in the managerial structure of ERIC. There ought to be

an advisory committee of users, processors, and Central ERIC

personnel. If such a committee functioned properly such "problems"

as addressed in the Steiger report would be under review and

consideration and ,:hus would not (hopefully) be allowed to become

problems of major proportion. Greater representation of user

publics could be bro't to bear, also.

I was greatly annoyed that no sample abstracts were given.

Introductory sentences addressed to some need or another do not

make a complete, 200 word or less abstract.

Betty Rose

14-08-75
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Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701 512/476-6861

August 22, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steigei-:

Dr. James H. Perry, 7xecutive Director of Southwest Edu-
cational Development Laboratory, has referred to me your
paper, "The ERIC System and Practitioner Needs. " I am
pleased to find that it addresses the concerns which our
staff members have Lxpressed.

Certainly we would agree that a descriptor for retrieving
evaluated products is a necessity, and our preferences
would be ' validated programs" (p. 13) with a working
definition indicated under the subheading EFFECTIVENESS
(p. 22). In addition, we should like to suggest that some
section, perhaps the SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES section, should
address content validity. We also believe that the phrase
"instructional principle or rationale" might profitably be
enlarged to include "theoretical construct.

MLS/es

Sincerely,
-

t 6.e.

Martha L. Smith
Director, Resource Development

and Planning
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THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY TALLAHASSEE 32306

Robert Manning Strotier Lan:ay

:cience-Technology Division
19 August 1975

Dr. Jo ALa N. :-_;teiger

Steiger, Vink. and Smith, inc.
6723 Towne Lane Rd.
:...cLean, Va.

f?.ar Dr. teiter:

'Your IFTer WRS q uite informative: many of our users are interested in retrievirv:
or excluding materials with a curriculum orientation. I am presently involved in
computer searching of ERIC and other data bases through SDC, Lockheed, and the
National Library of Medicine (Medline).

Medline has a system of checkts that is very valuable. Each document is indexed under
as many these terms as is applicable: Infant, Newborn (to 1 month),
Infant (1-3 months), Child, Preschool (2-5 years), Child (6-12 years), Adolescence
(13-18 years), f.dult (19-44 years), Middle age (45-65 years), Aged (65 years and up).
It is also possible to search under Review and retrieve all bibliographies or review
articles. An IC search would be more satisfacory with a similar provision. At the
present time one must use rr,merous descriptors to search on a grade level and. this
is a camnon Question. Using the existing ERIC descriptors, here is a possible list
of checktags. The list should be kept small and these descriptors would be applied

all articles to indicate either grade level or age of subjects. Infancy (to 23
months), Preschool (2 yearr_; to Grade 1), Primary grades (GT 1-3), Intermediate grades
(Gr 4-6), Junior hir:rh schools (GT 7-8), High schools (GT 9-12), Post secondary
education, Higher education (Gr 134.), Adult Education. Also only one descriptor
would be used to retrieve all materials in category L of Appendix C.

:any users request a specific type of paper. Your suggestion is interesting in this
case although Cor computer retrieval I think too many search keys are required. We do

rc,Jlests for teachinp: materials but also requests that would exclude this type of
material. We also gnt requests for "programs that actually work" and evaluations
of these programs. It is not possible to retrieve these at the present time.

There is a need for these improvements in indexing Cor the ERIC system. Hopefully,
these could be included in the present indexes. It ould be nice if AIM/ARM materials
couLd be consolidated with 1iIE as frequently one must search both files.

A fin'IL woulJ oc to have the tapes arringed in such a way thnt Endividual
title words may be used as senrch terms. We find the system particularly slow to
'Idopt, new terms and sometimes the appropriate concept cannot be located. Your paper
did not .crri/e until Au7ust 15.

You.

L'

Purdickrs.
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The University of Northern Colorado
GREELEY, COLORADO 80639

Sducation Information Service

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink& Smith, Inc.
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

Your paper is interesting and stimulating--and hits home.

Serving both a university and several school districts, I have often

felt the need of some distinction in the ERIC system between the re-

quirements of the two groups (actually three if you count administration.)

Although I feel the best way to discriminate between "how to" and

theory would be a comolete separation of the system, I realize this is

nrobablv not feasible at the moment. Th.refore, the idea of a standard-

izer' vocabulary, and codes, dealirw with nractioner-oriented materials

grently to -le. Th.,re are ..nany tires, findinw an excellent dee-

unhiL .4ee n r4Pnrch bad hr7en --inilrrsd, that I feel li:ce

-

quos in 1,t- (dealing 1:11 r F!,andardizod vocabulary) how

to '41'.:o hbis (".1PrIFP rntronctive, nr if 'ere pre any plans to do so--

. be n -:onFtrons taslc:

Ploase .s informed as 1,o nny decision made on this matter--

, it is a problem I feel needs a good--and quick-solution.

1 1 9

Sincerely,

/.57

Anne A. Powell
Information Retrieval Specialist
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August 19, 1975

Miss JoAnn M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
2254 Chelan Place
Los Angeles, California 90068

Dear Miss Steiger:

Because your analysis of the ERIC system just reached
me, I have not had time to address myself to the ideas in any depth.
Still it seems to me that you advance a workable schema for enabling
the ERIC system to focus more directly i documents pertaining to
"Curriculum" and "Instruction".

'.I3r major concern in what you propose is the apparent
separation of "audiovisual materials" from other instructional materials.
I would think that any individual seeking, say, the ERIC listings under
Instruction in Science would want to see any annotations of appropriate
audiovisual materials included.

If I understand \ nat you are proposing, this will not be
possible -- or at least will require double listing.

JRS: P13
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--Very truly yours,

7 /I e e 4 _

James R. Squire



Tun oillo sTATc UNFVEltsyry

August 18, 1975

Mr. Charles Hoover
National Institute of Education
Office of Dissemination and Resources
Washington, D.C. 20208

Dear Chuck:

Attached are responses to Dr. Steiger's report on ERIC.
have responded to the report page by page to assist the

people who may use our comments; in doing so, a few items
are repeated.

Hope this is useful.

RWH:lsh
Enclosures:

Cordially,

-, --u

Robert W. Howe
Director, ERIC/SMEAC

ERIC/SMEAC Codes
Disinger and Lee Directory

cc: Catherine Welsh
b/AAnn Steiger
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

August 18, 1975

Comments Re: The ERIC System and Practitioner Needs
July, 1975
JoAnn M. Steiger

1. Page 3, Findings

Paragraph 2 - ERIC does have many practitioner oriented materials.
(This is not to construe that it should not have more!) The amount of
material in the ERIC system varies in several ways: 1. Both RIE and CIJE
contain many activities, units, guides, and other instructional materials,
however, RIE has more of the larger retrievable materials (units, books,
and guides) and CIJE has more of the smaller retrievable materials
(activities); 2. the number of teacher oriented documents in various
content areas varies by Clearinghouse philosophy, by actual production of
.materials in the field, by budget available for document processing, and
'by lack of emphasis in the ERIC system on a few areas (art, music, etc.).
While there are variations,many fields-- science, environmental education,
and mathematics have many materials in the files on most curricular areas.
(There are some gaps, but these are far less severe than what is there.
We Would be willing to ship a computer "dump" of abstracts in Za fields
to make a point.)

Partitioning the file by subject areas (as we have done) would indicate
what actually exists and where real gaps are.

2. Page 3, Findings

Paragraph 3 - We can give specific instructions on how to retrieve over
90% of the materials in our fields that are instructional materials, teaching
guides, curriculum guides, or learning activities. Example: .Elementary
School Science and Instructional Materials or Science Activities or Learning
Activities or Teaching Guides or Curriculum Guides would yield the bulk
of material in the system; similar searches would do the same in Malreniatics,
SecondarY School Mathematics and Science. I can narrow the search in various
ways or , oaden it also.
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3. Need for... page 3

Hull and Wanger - We agree with their findings. Our surveys support
their data.

4a. Retrieval... page 5

Paragraph 2, page 5 Not generally true. Elementary School Mathematids.
and Instructional Materials or Learning Activities.

This would yield primarily instructional materials with potentially a

few research reports about the use of these. I feel that is not all bad.
(Obviously I believe it has the benefit that a person may read some of the
repoets and decide not to use some of the materials for their particular
groups.)

This would not narrow materials to grade 3. While it may be desirable
to build that into the search system (and we do index things hy grade if
the materials are stated as such) what is grade 3 one place is not grade 3
some place else. What is grade 3 for upper ability students is not grade
3 for lower ability students.

4b. Retrieval... page 5

Paragraph 3 - We have codes we use and have suggested to ERIC several
times. They have been in use at our Center (slightly modified) since 1966.
As with any code there are overlaps; we have not found them to be serious.

5. Retrieval of... page 6

Paragraph 1 - A subsidiary problem. We agree. This is a problem.
The problem, however, is not as simple as one might like to make it.

a. Most materials are unevaluated or tested.

b. Products that are evaluated or tested vary in the type of
assessment they receive.

c. Most materials are available long before assessment data are
available.

d. Most "tested" materials have been tested under certain circumstances.
These conditions may be as important as knowing that the materials
were tested.

We believe (1) there should be a way of indicating materials have been
tested; (2) evaluative material when possible should be attached to the
instructional material or referenced in the abstract and (3) there should
be a way of adding evaluative data to the system as it accumulates on
instructional materials in the system.

1 2
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We also believe funds should be available to compile lists of programsand materials that have been tested that are in RIE and CIJE. We haveattempted to do some of Cmt in directories we have produced (See Disinger
and Lee, enclosed).

6a. Standardization of Descriptors - page 8

We are not in favor of using only those five. Our document type codeis much better. Paragraph 3 would not be true; it would not be simple tounderstand.

6b. Use of Pubtype Codes page 9

Paragraph 2 - Books are not instructional materials? Many referencebooks certainly are and some people teach from several books.
6c. Page 10

Levels - agreed. That is what we try to do; but, we include a
broader term like instructional maLrials (two descriptors or identifiers).

7. A Separate System... page 12

No! There are many advantages in having the two together, particularly
if we hope teachers will consider research results in designing education
programs. Reading an abstract about research frequently "turns on" the
teacher to read the report and to use the ideas.

8. Retrieving... page 13

Something is needed but definitions are difficult. Also-- how do you
amend the code or abstract when new data are available? The later data may
be better or more useful. Data may also be obtained on a program previously
coded as not evaluated. How do you amend?

9. Costs and... page 22

Very hard to obrain real data other than publication costs... and that
is frequently the tip of the iceburg.
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Dr. Jo Ann Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
6723 Town Lane Road
McLean, Va. 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

i2021

August 13, 1975

FE-Ric !

First let me say that I found your paper entitled "The ERIC System In
Practitioner Needs" to be very interesting. Your points made concerning the
indexing in practices and needs for improvement are valid. I think that
most of the Clearinghouses would agree that more consistency is needed and
greater effort should be made in the training of indexers/abstractors.

Speaking only for the Clearinghouse on Higher Education I have some
trouble with the two basic problems that you stated at the beginning of
your paper. In the area of postsecondary education, especially four year
colleges and universities the use of the "traditional" program text and
curriculum outline is not used. As you know college level courses are
more apt to use a variety of materials, most of which are not easily ident-
ified as "curriculum or instructional materials". This is especially true
for the upper and graduate levels.

The materials that do fit the description of curriculum materials are
generally commercially produced and copyrighted. It has been a policy
established by our National Board of Advisors not to cite this type of a
material in Resources in Education. The reason for this is that this type
of material is not considered fugitive and since the ERIC system has not
yet received suffidient amount of funding to cover all materials related
to education this Clearinghouse has dedicated itself to exerting its
efforts in the areas that would have the greatest impact. It is felt that
since the commercially produced materials have a desimination mechanism
of their own and the major attention of this Clearinghouse should focus on
materials concerned with higher education that do not have wide exposure
and dissemination.

The second point that I have problems with is as a result of the lack
of clearly defined material of higher education. Because of this lack of
definition it is very hard for this Clearinghouse to identify and index
the "instructional materials of various types and related practice-oriented
documents". Are documents such as the National Commissions Report on
Financina Higher Education,books ce:,-erned with professional socialization
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or journal articles concerned with management techniques considered to he
practice-oriented documents? As you can see at least for the higher educ-
ation level, more thought needs to be given to defining what is considered
instructional materials. Again let me say that I believe the ERIC rystem
has a long way to go to acheive acceptable consistency in its indexing
practices. Part of the problem, the training of indexer/abstractors, is
being closely examined and training workshops are being planned for the
future. The other problem of establishing the appropriate descriptor
terms may never be solved at the satisfaction of everyone since a variety
of persons with a variety of backgrounds and educational focus are involved
with the indexing process.

JDF:ea

Sincerely,

\

Yonathan D. Fife
Associate Director
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University of Pittsburgh

Auc:ust 18, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

In reference to your letter of July 30, 1975 (which
received August 12th). I must first state that the bulk
of our ERIC users are not utilizing the files as educational
practitioners. Though a significant number of the users
are actually teachers, even this group is predominan'ly
utilizing the files for their own work as graduate students.
Therefore, I hesitate to offer any specific suggestions
concerning your area of interest, although I agree that
much would be gained if the transfer of this wealth of
research material into actual classroom usage could be
expedited. (This is, as I am sure you know, a constant
problem in every discipline).

Another factor which you may or may not realize is that I
deal with the ERIC data bases only in the magnetic forms.
The University has both an interactive (user on himself)
and batch processing (information specialists) system. With
all this negative background (I may be useless to you) I will
share some thoughts that I have had concerning indexing prob-
lems that have evolved through usage of many magnetic data
bases.

No syster- will ever be all things to all people and in spite
of careful preliminary planning, most systems have to be
changed. The custom of introducing change from a certain
date forward is usually necessitated by fiscal restraints.
Althdugh this is always a handicap it is much worse with
magnetic data bases since it is more difficult to educate
the user to such a change (a user of magnetic data bases
tends to consider the entire corpus of material not a volume
per year as he will with printed material) . At the present
time many bibliographic magnetic data bases are either too
large or will be too large within a few years for efficient
searching. They are going to have to be divided and to date,
opinion on division seems to favor subject division. My
first choice Lherefore, is alternative three, a special data
base. Hopefully the material already in the file and relative
to the new file will be extracted and added to the new file.
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Page Two Dr. Steiger
August 18, 1975

cannot choose between one and two because I see no hope

of having them go retrospective.

I hope this is of some value to you.

Yours truly,

E. E. Duncan
Coordinator

EED/nc
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SWIM EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

August 19, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
STEIGER, FINK AND SMITH, INC.

6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, VA 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

\ffi.'N CO'.

Thank you for sharing your paper "The ERIC System and Practitioner
Needs" with us. It appears that you got caught in the crunch of
the alchemy that transformed the R in ERIC from "research" to
"resources." The transformation was easily handled by federal fiat,
but is encountering difficulty in research, development, and practice
in education.

Your findings that school personnel are chiefly intcrested in
instructional materials and procedures confirms our experience and
information in this area. But that ERIC is an efficient and effective
mechanism for addressing this interest appears to be imposed by your
NIE Orde- rather than by a reasoned formulation for meeting this
clearh articulated practitioner (sic) interest.

ERIC was architected as a resource for research documents and has
clear merits as such (although as the 1972-73 evaluations you cite
clearly indicate, it can be expanded and economized as such). Products
and practices are an entirely different matter than reports of inquiry;
and experience in areas other than education confirms that they can
be more efficiently and effectively treated by mechanisms completely
apart from information retrieval systems such as ERIC.

Catalogs, handbooks, and "ad" journals are the conventional mechanisms
For the information functions you address. Since products and practices
are inherently less print oriented in substance, the "abstract" and
"thesaurus" treatment that forms the core of ERIC is cumbersome,
expensive, and ineffectual.

The MACOS incident is fresh enough in mind to make the question of how
NIE can cooperate with rather than circumvent the private sector in
forwarding the implementation and installation of well-developed
educationa' products a matter of high import. For now and for the
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Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
August 19, 1975

Page 2

foreseeable future, the economics of education are such that the

overwhelming majority of such products will be developed through

R&D that is publicly sponsored. But there is no reason why ERIC

need supplant established private capability for advertising, market-

ing, and distribution. I'm sure that this is no one's intent, but

it is exactly what the boundaries of your study corral.

It may well be that informative re,,ouices such as the forthcoming

catalog from N1E are justifiable initiatives of the federal govern-

ment that will be acceptable to the private sector and useful to

school personnel. But these can be produced for a fraction of the

cost of the "alternative strategies" you present and without twisting

ERIC far out of shape.

I
hope that the "possibility that the abstracting guidelines described

in this paper may form the basis for guidelines for writing abstracts

of products developed by labs and centers" is remote. The notion of an

abstract for a product is as anachronistic as the notion of an advertise-

ment for a research report. Between the extremes of abstracts and

advertisements, there are many communication genre that make good sense

and that the educational R&D Community has been slow to adopt in coupling

its efforts with that of school personnel. I'd support another NIE

Order to set forth these as a follow-on to your present analysis.

Again, I
appreciate your collegial courtesy in sharing the paper with

us. The work appears competently done and is clearly reported. It

simply seems to me that you were started on the wrong track which if

pursued will become a needlessly and unnecessarily expensive and

ill-conceived trip.

Cordially,

(XE'
Richard E. Scht3tz

Executive Director

RES:jl
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ERIC

August 18, 1975

Mr. Charles W. Hoover
National Institute of Education
Office of Utilization and Resources
Washington, D.C. 20208

Dear Mr. Hoover:

RCS

I am happy to have the opportunity to respond to the paper written by Dr.
JoAnn Steiger. I think that studies such as Dr. Steiger's cun be a great
help in making the ERIC system meet the needs of its users. This study
in particular is quite thought provoking. Her recommendations certainly
merit consideration. My own reactions to her recommendations follow:

1. The need for access to educational product, program, and prac-
tice documents. As Dr. Steiger points out, the ERIC system
should he designed to be most accessible and most useful to
educational practitioners. I don't believe that there can be
any question about this. However, it seems to me that there is some
question about whether we should divide the ERIC file into
"practitioner-oriented" and non-practitioner-oriented mater-
ials. Is there really a call for all ERIC "teachiag materials,"
for example? Or is the call more accurately for some ERIC
"teaching materials," in a given subject, at a given educa-
tional level, for a given population? To phrase this question
another way, would it really be of any value to ERIC users to
divide the file into "practical" and "impractical" documents?
If such a division is desirable, could it not be done by means
of presently available software, e.g., the exclusion of those
documents indexed as dealing with "research" or "theory"? Why
is it necessary to pull all product, program, and practice docu-
ments on a single command? (As you will note, thes _! are questions
and not answers. At present, I don't have the answers. However,
these questions should be answered before we proceed.)

2 The need for access to evaluated materials.

On this matter too, I seem to have more questions than answers.
Although I can see the value of indexing documents by whether
or not they are field tested or evaluated, it seems to me that
there are some matters which we should consider first. Might
not the indication by the ERIC system that a program has been
evaluated be taken to mean that the program has the approval
of USOE as.an "effective program"? (If a program has been
evaluated and found to be worthless, it would be assumed that

!ERIC;
Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills NCTE, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801

(217) 328-3870
Direc tor Associate Director

Bernard O'Donnell Karl Koenke
133 Assistant Director

Daniel J. Dieterich



Page two
Mr. Charles W. Hoover
August 18, l975

ERIC would reject it.) Would this be a potential source of trouble

for ERIC?

3. The Standardization of rroduct, program, and practice descriptors.

The recommendation to standardize descriptors here appears to be a

matter of establishing mandatory form terms to correspond to the

recently established mandatory leveling terms. As Dr. Steiger

points out, the problem with this is that it will be difficult

to distinguish between the use of such terms as form terms and

other uses of them as Lubject terms. When will the descriptor

INSTRUCTION mean that the document deals with techniques of

educational practice and when will the use of this same de-

scriptor mean instead that the document deals with research

into the effectiveness of instruction or educational theory

about the nature of instruction

To return to a point which I have made earlier, why is it necessary

to inclex a document with the descriptor IrnRUCTION when it could

more accurately be indexed with the descripcor ENGLISH INSTRUCTION?

Won't practitioners be more likely to use the latter term than the

former? Will standardization really benefit the user?

4. Use of Pubtype Codes.

I would certainly agree that some refining of the Pubtype Codes

is necessary. The duplication in Teaching Guides/Curriculum Guides

is the most obvious area for improvement. The expansion of the

number of codes is a matter which bears further investigation. I

suspect that,the optimum number for ERIC users. The expansion of

the number of codes might reduce their usefulness, since users

would frequently have to use several code numbers to gain access

to all the information they need. The proposed "general categories"

codes might also be ill-advised, since they are based on the theory

that all documents in the ERIC system would easily fall into one

and only onc, of the three categories. Frequently, of course, docu-

ments could fit all three categories.

It should also be considered whether an elaborate coding system

(in this case, up to 99 Pubtype Codes paired with three general

categories codes) would be too confusing for the average user of

the ERIC system. What would be needed would be a way of eliminat-

ing users' confusion, not a means of adding an extra dimension to

it.

5. Guidelines for Abstracting.

The guidelines which are su,ested are, for the most part, quite

good. However, I believe they are already contained in the

Processing Manual in one ,rm or another. Perhaps it would be good

to group these ideas separately in order to emphasize the importance
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Page three
Mr. Charles W. Hoover
August 18, 1975

of instructional materials; perhaps not. The only guideline which our
Clearinghouse has not already implemented is the one regarding "Costs
and Prerequisites." If cost Information is included in an abstract,
!;ottle indication should he made that the costs listed are applicable
only for the !Tecific location from which the document issued on
the date at which the document was written (not necessarily the date
when the document was published). Generalizations fr, suzli figures
might otherwise be in error and ERIC might be held responsible.

I hope that these comments will be of some help in evaluating Dr. Steiger's
study. I appreciate the difficulties which she had to overccme in preparing
her study and T readily acknowledge that no perfect solutions of the problem
of improving user access are possible. Dr. Steiger's recommendations are an
excellent stimulus to further work in this area.

Sincerely,

Daniel Dieterich
Assistant Director
ERIC/RCS

DD/fb
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ERIC

August 28, 1975

Dr. JoAnn M. Sieiger
Steiger Fink and Smith, Inc.
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Dear Dr. Steiger:

RCS

I am enclosing a copy of my response to "The ERIC System and Practitioner
Needs" for your information. I appreciate your efforts on behalf of NIE
and ERIC. I think that studies such as yours are quite valuable in broad-
ening our horizons.

Sincerely,

Daniel J. Dieterich
Assistant Director
ERIC/RCS

DJD/fb

Enclosure
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COUNCIL FOR AMERICAN PRIVATE EDUCATION
1625 EYE STREET. N. W. (SUITE 1010)

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20006-
(202) 059-3236

August 15, 1975

Dear Dr. Steiger:

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to look over ,:he draft
of the paper developed for the Division of Dissemination and Resources of

the National Institute of Education. We very much appreciate your considera-
tion of the needs of private school people as you consider ways in which
ERIC services to practitioners might be improved.

For a number of reasons, which are not related to your study,

private school people have had relatively little exposure to ERIC services.

As a result, we have little from our experience to contribute to your

study. On the basis of such limited experience as we have had, my best
judgment is that for the most part what ws)11,-s best for public school

people will work best for those in private hools.

There are, however, two exceptions to this general statement.
While Messrs. Clemons, Chesley, Brandhorst, Houston, and I are working
together to overcome this brace of problems, they probably should be called

to your attention since it seems appropriate that they be dealt with in your

report. First, there should be a clear mandate placed upon one or more
clearinghouses to search out and process materials originating in or related
to private pre-collegiate education. Second, appropriate descriptors should

be developed to provide efficient access to such materials once they are

incorporated in the data base.

Should you have any questiom; or see ways in which I could help,

I would be happy to have you cal on me.

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.
67'3 Towne Lane Road
McLean, Virginia 22101 137

Cordially yours,

.
Robert L. Lambot'n

Executive Director

MEMRER5 THE AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH. FPIF-rIFIS COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. LUTHERAN CHURCH-MISSOURI SYNOD. BOARD OF PARISH EDUCATIO

TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EP ISCOPAL SCHOOLS. NATV)NAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS: NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIA 4+,

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR HEBREW DAY SCHOOLS; NATIONAL UNION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS: U. S. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE
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Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education

Dr. JoAnn M. Steiger
6723 Towne Lane Road
McLean Virginia 22101

Dear Dr, Steiger,

October 2, 1975

Your letter and accompanying report were forwarded to me for answering. I

realize that your deadline is long past, but will respond briefly to several
aspects of the document in the hope the input will be useful.

Interestingly, the problem described is not one I have had to face in using
the ERIC system. Our searches are rarely aimed at finding instructional

materials. However, there are several points raised which are of interest

to me as a librarian and others which are relevant at another level.

The statement of the problem (Findings, p. 2-7) is clear.

In the section Discussion of Alternative Strategies, p. 7-14, I strongly

favor the use of Pubtype Codes, which would make it possible to zero in on
several kinds of searches in addition to those for instructional materials,
for example, certain kinds of reference materials. The two-level system

seems cumbersome, but the problem described, (that of separating items which

are instructional materials from those whic'I are about such materials) needs

to be attacked. It is not only in the case of instructional materials that

this problem is met. I face it continually in my searches. It arises with

any descriptor which can be used to describe a kind of material, and one can

never be sure one will retrieve the materials per se, or articles about them.

Finally, I think the guidelines presented in the 3d section are excellent and
would greatly improve the system.

Hope you succeed in getting improvements you need in ERIC - I think it's won-

derful and I don't know how I would live without it, but it can certainly
use improvement what can't?

Sincerely yours

JoAn S. Segal
Librarian.
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